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ABSTRACT
Recent achievements in the automotive industry related to lighting apparatuses include the
use of LED or laser technology to illuminate the vehicle environment. This advancement re-
sulted in greater energy efficiency and increased safety with selective illumination segments.
A secondary effect was creating a new field for researchers in which they can utilize LED
fast modulation using the Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) signal. Using LED to encode and
transmit data is a relatively new and innovative concept. On the other field, there have been
advancements in vehicular communication using radio frequency at 2.4 or 5GHz. This research
focuses mainly on a field in which visible light augments or replaces radio frequency commu-
nication between vehicles.
This research also investigates the effect of asymmetry on network performance using Visible
Light Communication (VLC) in vehicular networks. Different types of asymmetry were defined
and tested in real-world simulation experiments. Research results showed that asymmetry has
a negative influence on network performance, though that effect is not significant.
The main focus of the research is to develop a lightweight and new Media Access Control
(MAC) protocol for VLC in vehicular networks. To develop a MAC protocol for VLC, special
software was developed on top of the existing Network Simulation Environment (NSE).
A new VLC MAC protocol for Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V) was benchmarked using a defined set
of metrics. The benchmark was conducted as a set of designed simulation experiments against
the referent IEEE 802.11b MAC protocol. Both protocols used a newly defined VLC-equipped
vehicle model. Each simulation experiment depicted a specific network and traffic situation.
The total number of scenarios was eleven. The last set of simulations was conducted in real-
world scenarios on the virtual streets of Suffolk, VA, USA.
Using defined metrics, the test showed that the new VLC MAC protocol for V2V is better than
the referent protocol.
PROŠIRENI SAŽETAK
Nedavna dostignuc´a u automobilskoj industriji koja se ticˇu opreme za osvjetljivanje ukljucˇuju
korištenje LED ili laserskih rasvjetnih tijela za osvjetljivanje okoline. Ovime se postižu uštede u
potrošnji energije kao i povec´ana sigurnost u prometu. LED rasvjeta je uniformnija od obicˇnih
žarulja tako da osvjetljenje bude ravnomjernije i preciznije. Obzirom da su LED selektivne
moguc´e je odabrati segment ceste koji se želi osvijetliti. Upravo ta fleksibilnost LED otvara
novi prostor za istraživacˇe gdje mogu koristiti PWM signal za modulaciju podataka. PWM
je poseban signal koji ima varijabilnu širinu pulsa na izlazu. Istraživacˇi i znanstvenici mogu
koristiti LED za kodiranje i prijenos podataka izmed¯u automobila. Prednosti korištenja komu-
nikacije u vidljivom dijelu elektro-magnetskog spektra (eng.VLC) je u cˇinjenici da taj segment
nije zaštic´en licencama te je otvoren za slobodno korištenje. Osim toga, vidljivo, neintenzivno
svjetlo nema biološki negativnih posljedica. Kod korištenja PWM signala za modulaciju, pos-
tojec´i izlaz svjetla i njegova funkcija (osvjetljivanja ceste) nisu narušeni. Ljudsko oko ne može
detektirati oscilacije tako visoke frekvencije (oko 5 kHz)
S druge strane, komponente koje mogu primiti poslani signal su foto diode ili kamere. Kamere
su vec´ prisutne na modernom vozilu u obliku prednje kamere ili stražnje kamere za pomoc´ pri
parkiranju. U svakom slucˇaju, tehnologija je vec´ prisutna na modernom vozilu.
Na drugom podrucˇju, znanstvenici rade na komunikaciji izmed¯u vozila koristec´i radio valove
niže frekvencije 2.4 ili 5 GHz. Komunikacija izmed¯u automobila je predmet standardizacije i
mnoge zemlje vec´ propisuju pravila za obaveznu ugradnju opreme za takav oblik komunikacije.
Prednost takvog koncepta je razmjena podatka; od onih za zabavu pa do kriticˇnih i sigurnosnih
podataka npr. informacija o nadolazec´em mjestu gdje se dogodila prometna nesrec´a.
Ovo istraživanje se fokusira na proširenje ili zamjenu radio komunikacije sa komunikacijom
koristec´i vidljivi dio spektra (npr. LED i kamere). Jedan od glavnih nedostataka takvog kon-
cepta je ne postojanje adekvatnog i specijaliziranog protokola za kontrolu pristupa mediju
(eng. MAC). Drugi problem je nepoznati efekt asimetrije u VLC komunikaciji na performanse
mrežne komunikacija. Ovo istraživanje je prepoznalo i klasificiralo razlicˇite tipove asimetrije.
Svaki tip je testiran u sklopu simulacijskog eksperimenta u stvarnim scenarijima. Pokazalo se
je da asimetrija negativno utjecˇe na mrežne performanse, med¯utim taj efekt nije znacˇajan jer
uzrokuje manje od 0.5 % neuspješno poslanih poruka.
Glavni fokus istraživanja je razvoj novog i pojednostavljenog MAC protokola za VLC komu-
nikaciju izmed¯u automobila. Kako bi se razvio novi MAC protokol nad VLC tehnologijom u
prometnim mrežama, bilo je nužno napraviti i novu razvojnu okolinu koja se bazira na posto-
jec´im mrežnim simulatorima. Novi VLC MAC protokol za komunikaciju izmed¯u automobila je
testiran koristec´i definirani set metrika. Testovi su napravljeni u obliku simulacijskih eksperime-
nata u kojima su uspored¯ivane performanse novog i referentnog protokola. Referentni protokol,
u ovom istraživanju je IEEE 802.11b MAC protokol. U sklopu ovog rada definiran je i model
vozila opremljen VLC tehnologijom. U simulacijskim eksperimentima je korišten isti model
vozila za oba protokola. Za potrebe istraživanja je definirano jedanaest simulacijskih eksperi-
menata, svaki od njih opisuje specificˇne situacije u mrežnim komunikacijama kao i u prometu.
Završni simulacijski scenariji ukljucˇuju okolinu iz stvarnosti, mreža ulica grada Suffolka, SAD.
Osim stvarnih ulica, vozila su se kretala i razmjenjivala podatke koristec´i mrežnu komunikaciju
na kompletnom ISO/OSI mrežnom stogu sa zamijenjenim MAC podslojem.
Razvojna okolina ukljucˇuje preciznu provjeru fizicˇkih karakteristika na razini putanje zrake
svjetlosti. Ova preciznost je bila nužna kako bi simulacije bile što vjerodostojnije stvarnim sus-
tavima. Obzirom da se radi o mnogo kalkulacija, obicˇno racˇunalo nije dostatno za izvod¯enje
simulacijskih eksperimenata; zbog toga su se eksperimenti izvodili na klasteru racˇunala Sveucˇil-
išta u Zagrebu.
Koristec´i definirane metrike, istraživanje je pokazalo kako je novi VLC MAC protokol za ko-
munikaciju izmed¯u automobila bolji od referentnog protokola.
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ALOHA Additive Links On-line Hawaii Area.
CCK Complementary Code Keying.
CDMA Code Division Multiple Access.
CSMA Carrier Sensing Multiple Access.
CSMACA Carrier Sensing Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance.
CSMACD Carrier Sensing Multiple Access with Collision Detection.
D2D Device-to-device.
DLL Data Link Layer.
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DSSS Direct Sequence Spread spectrum.
EM Electro Magnetic.
FDMA Frequency Division Multiple Access.
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I2V Infrastructure to Vehicle.
IOT Internet of Things.
III
IR Infra-Red.
ISO/OSI International Organization for Standardization / Open Systems Interconnection.
ISP Internet Service Provider.
LED Light Emitting Diode.
LLC Logical Link Control.
LOS Line of Sight.
MA Multiple Access.
MAC Media Access Control.
MCS Multiple Concurrent Simulations.
NLOS Non Line Of Sight.
NSE Network Simulation Environment.
OOK On-Off Keying.
PD Photo-Diode.
PDR Packet Deliver Ratio.
PHY ISO/OSO Physical Layer.
PPM Pulse Position Modulation.
PWM Pulse Width Modulation.
RF Radio Frequency.
RSU Road Side Unit, plural = Road Side Units.
Si APD silicon avalanche photodiode.
Si PIN-PD silicon p-type-insulator-n-type photodiode.
IV
STRAW Street Random Waypoint.
SWANS Scalable Wireless Network Simulator.
TDMA Time Division Multiple Access.
UV Ultraviolet.
V2I Vehicle to Infrastructure.
V2V Vehicle to Vehicle.
VCN Vehicular Communication Network.
VLC Visible Light Communication.
VTL Virtual Traffic Light.
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1. Introduction
This chapter defines the initial presumptions that preceded this research. The chapter also de-
scribes the motivation behind this research. The chapter investigates the nature of the MAC
protocol and the problems it resolves. After that, more specific research problems are defined,
including problems related to Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V) and VLC network communication. Prob-
lems are then mapped to the specific objectives that are to be reached to approve or disprove
the defined hypotheses. This chapter describes in detail the research methodology and research
phases. At the end of the chapter, the estimated contribution is presented. To ease the naviga-
tion of this thesis, the chapter also describes the thesis’s organizational structure.
1.1. Motivation
VLC is a novel communication technology which uses light as a data transfer medium.
Light is openly available (unlicensed) in a terahertz-wide frequency band. Most communica-
tion used today is positioned in a lower frequency part of the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum.
Because of that, VLC has great potential for supplementing or even replacing the existing Ra-
dio Frequency (RF) communication technologies in applications as diverse as Device-to-device
(D2D) communications, V2V communications, Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) and Infrastruc-
ture to Vehicle (I2V) communications, and small-cell (e.g., femtocell) systems. The physical
characteristics of VLC are similar to Infra-Red (IR) communication: where VLC also uses the
spectrum that is under the atmospheric window effect, thus making it highly sensitive to solar
radiation noise. The newly released 5.9 GHz band [42] of Electro Magnetic (EM) spectrum is a
new field in which many stakeholders are interested. As such, EM is very saturated by different
services and applications. The visible part of the EM spectrum is unlicensed and free, making
visible light a very interesting alternative to the radio part of the EM spectrum.
In modern vehicles, although they are equipped with state-of-the-art automotive technology, the
full potential of present-day computer technology has yet to be introduced. In a vehicular com-
munication setting, VLC is interesting because most of the components needed to enable VLC
are already a part of modern vehicles - specifically, an LED, LASER, or any other light-emitting
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technology [170] that can be controlled using micro controllers and thay can be used as a VLC
transmitter (Tx). Similarly, a VLC receiver (Rx) component is usually either a photodiode
(PD) [122, 184] or a CMOS camera [178], which can be found in many modern vehicles (e.g.,
a front camera for lane tracking, a dashboard camera or a rear camera for parking assistance).
1.1.1. MAC protocol/layer introduction
A MAC layer is a part of the ISO/OSI stack as shown on Figure 17. It belongs to the data
link layer. The advantage of having layers in the stack is that each layer can be easily replaced.
For example, the MAC layer might be defined by different protocols without affecting other
layers. It is imperative that the interface towards the upper and lower layers remain standard
and intact, regardless of the protocols used.
While the MAC layer follows simple rules, it solves a complex problem such as shared medium
access, e.g., when using an EM spectrum as a data carrier (physical layer), all participants
can communicate but the problem is that the equipment for receiving can interpret only one
incoming transmission. If two or more transmissions are concurrent, the receiver is saturated
and cannot distinguish incoming signals from each other. This is called collision on a receiver.
The true purpose of a MAC protocol is to prevent and resolve collisions. And to retrieve data
from concurrent signals.
A basic MAC protocol example that illustrates the design issues one faces when designing a
MAC protocol is:
Simple MAC protocol example
Four participants would like to communicate. Each participant is assigned a time slot equal
to one quarter of a second and is allowed to transmit only in the time slot to which he or she
is assigned. All other participants can safely listen because they know that at a single point in
time only one node will transmit. This time slot management is a simple MAC protocol that is
similar to the ALOHA protocol (Figure 18). Furthermore, new problems would be:
 Slot assignment, how can nodes agree on the order of slot assignments?
 Time synchronization, slots are time based, which requires synchronized internal clocks
and eventual corrections to the clock in the case of time offset, so how are clocks syn-
chronized?
 Channel utilization, the channel could be fairly unused when participants have nothing
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to transmit because the node will remain silent in its own slot, thus making the channel
unused while other nodes might utilize the channel more efficiently for their own trans-
mission.
1.1.2. VLC and RF differences
Figure 1: Coverage of an omnidirectional radio frequency (RF) transceiver model (circle a)
compared with coverage of a VLC transceiver (sectors b, c, and d).
Since VLC and RF physical characteristics are somewhat different, using VLC as the under-
lying communication technology instead of RF may render existing network protocols, such as
the IEEE 802.11 (Wi-Fi) protocol suite, inoperable. Therefore, the simulation of IEEE 802.11
protocols over VLC needs some modifications because of the different characteristics of the ve-
hicular VLC transceiver. An example on Figure 1. shows the main difference between existing
vehicular RF technology (used for, e.g., Wi-Fi) with the coverage area a and VLC. Specifi-
cally, VLC has a limited coverage area that can be separated into several sectors, which are not
necessarily overlapping (e.g., sectors b, c, and d).
Furthermore, while circle a represents the transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx) in RF, in VLC,
Tx and Rx often do not have an equal coverage shape, e.g., the VLC Tx area is marked as c
and b, whereas Rx is marked as d. VLC communication is somewhat similar to directional
antennas in RF. Where RF has a single antenna for both receiving and transmitting, VLC can
have multiple separated "channels" for separated and concurrent receiving and transmitting.
Next, VLC is highly sensitive to line-of-sight (LOS) obstruction between Tx and Rx, i.e.,
no behind-the-corner communications. On the other hand, RF can support communications in
non-LOS scenarios. Some of those issues are addressed in the 802.15.7 draft standard [64].
All of these facts indicate that i) the physical transceiver models designed for RF communi-
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cation cannot be used for VLC in V2V; and ii) the protocols designed for RF communications
must be modified to work over VLC in V2V.
The research focus is on designing and implementing an efficient MAC protocol for VLC in
vehicular networks (V2V)1. This protocol should be implemented on a Data Link Layer (DLL)
layer of the International Organization for Standardization / Open Systems Interconnection
(ISO/OSI) model.
1.2. Problems
Tayal conducted an analysis of challenges regarding VANET implementation and network
design [148]. He emphasized issues regarding congestion, lack of infrastructure, privacy issues
and others. This section will consider primarily the problems identified by Tayal and other
authors regarding MAC for VLC in V2V environments.
For a successful V2V communication using VLC, there two types of problems: a) physics and
hardware related and b) protocol related.
 Physics and hardware related VLC issues:
• Line of Sight (LOS) : VLC is a LOS only communication. It is common knowledge
that light does not penetrate opaque objects. On the other hand, RF communication, on
certain frequencies, can penetrate physical (visually opaque) obstacles like walls and
buildings, according to Chetty et al. [22].
• Light-specific characteristics: Light radiation is a part of the EM spectrum. VLC, un-
like common radio (RF), uses a higher frequency range (405 THz - 790 THz). Different
frequencies in the EM spectrum behave differently [49], thus changing the expected
channel characteristics for VLC. The problem is that existing RF protocols and proce-
dures cannot simply be applied to the VLC due to different channel characteristics. For
example: the LED light channel model [84] uses the ray path geometrical approach in
which the receipt of power depends mainly on the physical dimensions of a receiver
and transmitter, and the angles of incidence and irradiance. This is unlike the pathloss
model for RF communication [100] in which distances and environmental factors (n-
coefficient) will affect signal attenuation (receive power).
• Environmental conditions: VLC is highly sensitive to atmospheric conditions like rain,
1Related: Vehicular Ad-hoc NETwork(VANET)
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fog, and solar radiation. Those conditions will limit receiver capabilities with respect to
receiving and decoding incoming signals and will represent substantial noise. Although
this problem is related to physical sensor characteristics, it can be partially addressed
with protocol, e.g., filtering or assigning a larger channel capacity to reduce noise for
nodes saturated by negative environmental conditions.
• Reflections and multipath: Radio waves (and also light waves) bounce off reflective
surfaces. A reflected beam (wave) becomes another source that exists in the channel at
the same time as the original beam. In this scenario, the receiver will receive multiple
beams with a slight spatial and temporal offset. Although the beams carry the same
information, the receiver will encounter interference and will not be able to decode the
original signal. This can be solved on a MAC layer with shorter data segments which
would arrive (and be consumed) before reflected segments arrive. Lee has conducted an
analysis of the VLC channel model considering multipathing [94]. However, the effect
on multipathing in VLC in V2V environments should be investigated. It is noteworthy
that multipathing is a known issue in RF communication and there are techniques used
to overcome this problem, such as those demonstrated by Choudhury and Dai [26, 36].
 Protocol related
• MAC protocol: Existing MAC protocols are designed for RF, and not for VLC channel-
specific characteristics. Furthermore, MAC protocols for VLC are not considered vehicle-
specific configurations: Tx/Rx layout and mobility. Any implementation of a MAC
protocol can be used for VLC V2V but the performance of such system implementation
could be increased by reducing unnecessary features and leveraging from VLC-specific
features like LOS.
• Channel asymmetry: VLC in V2V can have multiple receiving and transmitting ele-
ments, that is: multiple separated channels, which is considered an advantage over RF.
However, there are issues with channel design causing different types of asymmetry:
Node design: The receiving coverage does not need to match the transmitting coverage
(overlap).
Node positions: Two nodes can be positioned in a such manner that one node can re-
ceive a signal from the other node, while that node cannot receive a signal from the first
node (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Example of VLC channel complete asymmetry
• Simulation environment: The research community working with the VLC network de-
sign lacks: i) a proper VLC network simulator and ii) a MAC protocol design tool
Network simulation environments are widely used by researchers and network systems
engineers to simulate computer networks and network topology and to predict network
performance. Basagni et al. have made a detailed analysis of different network simula-
tors [162]. They conclude that there exists a significant gap between a simulation and
experimental results. Also, it has been identified that most of the simulators lack proper
or any implementation of: Carrier sensing, Back-off timing, Radio propagation model -
most of them have a circular coverage estimation, and no interference detection
Simulator performance has been recognized as a primary reason for the many gaps iden-
tified by authors. Some simulators even lack support for interference detection and have
loose PHY model implementation that is a trade-off for increasing simulator perfor-
mance [54]. None of the widely used simulators: PhySim, NetSim, OPNET, GloMoSim,
cnet, ns2, JiST/SWANS [12], and PARSEC supports VLC radio communication. For this
reason, and because VLC PHY is different from RF, a modular radio model for VLC
simulation in a simulation engine must be designed. Many simulators lack obstacle de-
tection (LOS) and VLC support in general. VLC technology is not present in network
simulators mainly because VLC is a novel technology and VLC applications did not
require real network simulations until now. As for current research, desired simulation
engine must be selected and modified to support VLC technology
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1.3. Objectives and hypotheses
Based on issues previously defined, the overall objective of this research is:
The development of an effective medium access control protocol for vehicular communication
using the visible part of the electromagnetic spectrum
To achieve this objective, some specific objectives must be addressed:
O1. Define the simulation environment for V2V and V2I/I2V VLC network systems.
Lack of appropriate simulation environments has been a problem for researchers working
on VLC network designs. This objective, if reached, should provide support for VLC in
a new or existing network simulation engine.
O2. Define the development environment for MAC protocol implementation design and
testing. This objective should explore and develop the environment for designing and
testing MAC protocols. Being an integrated solution, it should provide mechanisms for
researchers to focus on vehicular network design using VLC or MAC protocol, for VLC
in V2V systems, design and evaluation.
O3. Explore the effects of channel asymmetry in V2V VLC network systems. Asymme-
try has been identified as a problem; however, the effect of this problem in V2V must
be investigated. If reached, this objective should provide a distinctive conclusion as to
whether asymmetry should be considered and solved as a part of the MAC protocol.
O4. Define the theoretical framework for an efficient MAC protocol in V2V and V2I/I2V
VLC network systems. Although there are many MAC protocols being actively used,
even in V2V environments and VLC environments, researchers like Yu et al. state that
MAC for VLC on V2V networks should be more lightweight [184]. Existing MAC for
VLC can be used in V2V but the performance of such a configuration could be insuf-
ficient. If reached, this objective will result in a new MAC protocol specification or
guidelines for VLC in V2V and V2I/I2V network environments.
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1.3.1. Research questions
Continuing on the defined objective, research questions have been defined to aid in the
research process:
 RQ1: How can one design and evaluate MAC protocols for VLC V2V and V2I/I2V network
environments?
• RQ1.1: What are the specific features of the new MAC for VLC in V2V and V2I/I2V
network environments?
• RQ1.2: What are the specific metrics for evaluating different MAC protocol in network
simulations?
 RQ2: Can channel asymmetry affect network performance?
• RQ2.1: What are different types (cases) of asymmetry?
• RQ2.2: What are specific scenarios in which asymmetry has a maximum effect on per-
formance?
• RQ2.3: How often do those occur in simulated real-life situations?
 RQ3: How does one simulate VLC in V2V and V2I/I2V network environments?
• RQ3.1: Can existing simulators appropriately support VLC for V2V and V2I/I2V net-
work environments?
• RQ3.2: What are specific features such a simulator should have and that existing sim-
ulators do not have?
• RQ3.2: What is a VLC-equipped vehicle model?
1.3.2. Hypotheses
The research course is driven by two hypotheses:
H1. In simulated scenarios, incidence of different asymmetry types requires a new MAC pro-
tocol design in V2V and V2I/I2V VLC network systems.
H2. Developed MAC protocol specialized for V2V and V2I/I2V VLC network systems, com-
pared using selected metrics, has better performance than referent IEEE 802.11 MAC
protocol in simulated V2V and V2I/I2V scenarios.
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1.4. Research methodology
Figure 3: Research phases
The basic research methodology that will be used in this practical research is a simulation
experiment. Other methodologies like a literature review and critical appraisal will be used in
different research phases. Figure 3. shows four main research phases that are used. Phases are
inspired by Bloom taxonomy categories [15]:
 F1: Problem definition is to be done using an intensive literature review, critical appraisal,
and existing project analysis in the field of research. As a result, research problems will be
identified.
 F2: Analysis includes an analysis of problems and defined objectives in the previous phase.
It also includes a consideration and definition of potential solution characteristics, objectives,
and guidelines for the next phase of research; by so doing, it should assist in the finding of
solutions to defined problems.
 F3: Synthesis phase will compile previous phase results as new achievements, in some cases
using a simulation experiment. Synthesis includes elaboration, development, and solution
implementation, as well as implementation of its integral parts.
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 F4: Evaluation will test results from the previous phase against the desired state (objectives
and objectives). If evaluation fails, the whole process should be repeated starting with F2
until the results are considered satisfactory. Evaluation includes consideration, solution com-
parison, measurements and an analysis of the solution’s capacity to solve a defined problem.
1.4.1. Research phases
Figure 4: Complete research process
Figure 4 shows the complete research process that combines the research phases previously
described with each specific objective. The same figure shows the relationship between research
goals. For example, output for one goal is input for another.
Next, each objective is described by each research phase:
F1 research phase can be considered completed for each objective as an SOA analysis
(Chapter 2).
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The other research phases for each objective are as follows:
 Objective O1: Define the simulation environment for V2V and V2I/I2V VLC network systems
Basic simulation 
engine
Begin
Model of VLC 
equipped vehicle
Model 
implementation
Model verification 
against real entity
Model is 
valid?
No
Yes
Modify simulation 
engine
Develop multiple 
concurrent 
simulations 
framework (MCS)
End
Features 
identification
Simulation 
engine 
valid?
No
Yes
Figure 5: Objective workflow: 1. Define the simulation environment for V2V and V2I/I2V VLC
network systems
• Analysis phase (F2) During this phase, the desired (basic) simulation engine is selected
from a pool of available network simulators. This phase should also identify selected sim-
ulation engine missing features that should be implemented to support VLC and MAC
protocol evaluation. Furthermore, during this phase, VLC-equipped vehicle model charac-
teristics should be defined.
• Synthesis phase (F3)
1. Modify the selected simulation engine by implementing missing features.
2. Define the VLC-equipped vehicle model.
3. Enhance the selected simulation engine with support for the VLC-equipped vehicle
model.
• The evaluation phase (F4) should verify the VLC vehicle model and modified simulator
against real-life scenarios, similar to work done by Yu et al. [183]. If necessary, the research
process must return to phase (F2) and make appropriate adjustments to the model and
selected simulation engine.
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 Objective O2: Define the development environment for the MAC protocol implementation
design and test. (designed for V2V and V2I/I2V using VLC).
Begin EndDefinitition of MAC metrics
Implementaion of 
metricy system
Comparison of 
measured values 
(validation)
Metrics 
system is 
valid?
No
Yes
Figure 6: Objective workflow: 2. Define the development environment for MAC protocol
implementation design and test
• Analysis phase (F2) will analyse the connecting points (interfaces) on ISO/OSI stack im-
plementation in a selected simulation engine. The collection of metrics for evaluating
MAC protocol should be defined.
• Synthesis phase (F3)
1. Redefine the MAC protocol interfaces towards the upper and lower ISO/OSI layers in
the selected simulation engine.
2. Implement the MAC protocol performance metrics system.
3. Implement the measurement mode (data gathering). This mode excludes randomness
in simulation. Randomness is a natural occurrence that is present in simulation en-
vironments. By removing randomness, gathered data should be constant during each
simulation run. This is useful when comparing two different MAC protocols on the
same simulation scenarios. This feature should be optional.
4. Implement data analysis and performance grading.
5. Implement the MAC protocol evaluation feature in the selected simulation engine.
6. Implement the MCS framework (tool) for the selected simulation engine that will exe-
cute simulations based on the input simulation plan that includes simulation scenarios
and configurations. While the simulation is running, MAC protocol performance data
is gathered.
• Evaluation phase (F4) In this phase, metrics data gathering should be verified by sim-
ulating the existing protocol IEEE 802.11 using the newly implemented feature. Results
(gathered performance data) should match the results of the analysis of MAC performance
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performed by other researchers, like Kumar did in his simulations [89]. After that, neces-
sary adjustments (return to Phase 2) should be made until the results are matched.
 Objective O3: Explore the effects of channel asymmetry in V2V VLC network systems.
Begin
Yes or no
EndDefinition of asymmetry types
Implemente 
asymmetry 
detection system
Simulate V2V 
communication 
using vehicle 
model
Analyte 
occurance of 
asymmetry in 
results
Consider 
asymmetry in 
MAC protocol 
design?
Figure 7: Objective workflow: 3. Explore the effects of channel asymmetry in V2V VLC
network systems
• Analysis phase (F2) This phase should result in a definition of geometrical conditions that
should be met for asymmetry to occur. Not all cases of asymmetry are equally severe,
meaning that the types of asymmetry cases should be classified according to severity.
• Synthesis phase (F3)
1. Define the geometrical conditions that identify asymmetry.
2. Implement an automatic classification of asymmetry events according to their anal-
ysed severity.
3. Implement the asymmetry monitoring feature in the selected simulation engine. This
feature should identify data packet loss that is caused only by asymmetry.
4. Run simulations on a real-world simulation scenario.
5. Gather data about asymmetry classified by severity and number of occurrences.
• Evaluation phase (F4) In this phase, gathered data should be interpreted. The result should
be a decision regarding whether to consider an asymmetry issue in a MAC for V2V and
V2I/I2V using VLC protocol design.
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 Objective O4: Define the theoretical framework for an efficient MAC protocol in V2V and
V2I/I2V VLC network systems.
Figure 8: Objective workflow: 4. Define the theoretical framework for an efficient MAC
protocol in V2V and V2I/I2V VLC network systems
• Analysis phase (F2) In this phase, a set of features is defined such that the new MAC pro-
tocol for V2V and V2I/I2V using VLC should and should not have the following guidelines
from other researchers, such as Yu et al., and the results of other objectives in this research
(e.g. O3).
• Synthesis phase (F3)
1. Implement MAC for V2V and V2I/I2V using VLC
2. Set up the simulation environment:
(a) Define the simulation scenarios (SS).
(b) Define the simulation metrics.
3. Run the simulation using MAC for V2V and V2I/I2V using VLC.
4. Run the simulation using the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol as a referent protocol.
(a) Make the minimum required adjustment to the IEEE 802.11 MAC so that it can
run on a VLC-enhanced selected simulation engine and a VLC-equipped vehicle
model.
5. Gather simulation performance data.
• Evaluation phase (F4) gathered performance data will be evaluated and interpreted. If
the new MAC protocol for V2V and V2I/I2V using VLC is better than the referent IEEE
802.11 MAC protocol, objective O4 is reached and hypothesis H2 is confirmed. If neces-
sary, the research process should return to the previous phases to modify the design of the
new protocol.
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1.4.2. Summary
This research will focus on various simulation experiments. Two major experiments will be
conducted. The first one will investigate the asymmetry effect on performance in VLC in V2V
networks, and the second one will compare and evaluate the newly designed MAC protocol for
V2V and V2I/I2V. Simulation will also be used as a development tool, as simulations are to be
used to test implementation during the development phase. A literature review is used to gather
knowledge that will be used in the synthesis phases of this research (e.g., development). Two
major simulations are conducted as an experiment in a documented and controlled scenario. For
each simulation, simulation scenarios, parameters, and scripts are to be defined. These will be
used by the simulation engine to execute simulations.
1.5. Contribution
The expected contributions of this research are derived from objectives O1-4:
(a) MAC protocol that can be used in vehicular network communications. With this proto-
col, car manufacturers can extend vehicular communication to new territory (VLC).
(b) Asymmetry definition in V2V using VLC is a definition describing the asymmetry per-
formance impact on vehicular communication using VLC.
(c) VLC network simulation environment is open source software available for other re-
searchers who are researching VLC and vehicular networks.
(d) MAC protocol design and evaluation tool provides a mechanism for designing and
evaluating MAC protocols regardless of technology (RF or VLC) and network type.
All the research data and software, and the thesis, are publicly available under Attribution
4.0 International Creative Commons licence. Locations are as follows:
 Research data and this thesis:
github.com/boristomas/phd1
 MCS and simulation scenarios designer tool:
github.com/boristomas/mcs
 Network simulation engine with VLC radio and VLC MAC protocol for V2V:
github.com/boristomas/macvlc
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1.6. Technology and tools used
This thesis is written using TeXstudio (texstudio.sourceforge.net) in Latex. The document
repository is managed using Mendeley (www.mendeley.com). The code and content are tracked
and controlled using GitHub (www.github.com) in public and private repositories.
The simulation engine used is developed in the Java language using Eclipse (www.eclipse.org).
The other part of the simulation environment: MCS and simulation scenarios designer is devel-
oped in the C# and XAML language using Visual Studio and Blend (www.visualstudio.com).
Simulations are executed on University of Zagreb, Isabella computing cluster (srce.unizg.hr).
Data gathered is analysed and visualized using Matlab (www.mathworks.com)
1.7. Thesis structure organization
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Following, Chapter 2 - State of the art de-
scribes state-of-the-art research that precedes this research and is the first research phase (F1).
It describes the history as well as the current state of both vehicular communication systems
and visible light communications. Following, Chapter 3 - Network simulation environment in-
troduces definitions, problems, and alternatives regarding the simulation environments that are
to be used in the experiment phase of this research. Following, Chapter 4 - Asymmetry in VLC
vehicular networks explores the issue of asymmetry in communication networks with a special
emphasis on a VLC in V2V networks. This chapter also describes the simulation experiment
and experimental setup that is conducted on a simulation environment defined in the previous
chapter. Following, Chapter 5 - VLC MAC for V2V protocol design describes the proposal of
a new and enhanced MAC protocol that will be used for evaluation in the following Chapter
6 - Simulation experiment. Here, a set of evaluation metrics, the simulation experiment setup,
and simulation scenarios are defined and, in the end, the experiment is conducted. After that,
experiment results are discussed and analysed. At the end of this thesis is a final Chapter 7
- Conclusion in which the research impact and results are summarized and future work is de-
fined.
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2. State of the art
This chapter explores important concepts when designing a custom MAC protocol. It is a de-
tailed state-of-the-art overview of the fields related to MAC protocols and networking in gen-
eral, as well as vehicular communications, network simulation environments, and VLC tech-
nology. The chapter provides insight into the fields that must be understood when designing,
implementing, and testing a MAC protocol for vehicle-to-vehicle communication. This chapter
is a result of the first research phase (F1) defined in Section 1.4.1
2.1. Introduction
Modern vehicular communication focuses on a radio technology and ad-hoc distributed and
decentralized concept. There are two major research trends in vehicular communication:
 Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V)
 Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) and Infrastructure to Vehicle (I2V)
V2V is realized using a radio device installed on each vehicle. Unfortunately, the full poten-
tial of Vehicular Communication Network (VCN) is achieved only in a scenario in which every
vehicle is equipped with a radio device like Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC)
device [19]. An example of V2V communication would be a Virtual Traffic Light (VTL) system
in which all vehicles on the crossroads must agree on VTL state1 for a system to be safe [116].
If only one vehicle is unable to communicate, VTL could pose a great risk were that vehicle to
enter the crossroad while it was not allowed to do so. Some researchers are focused on acceler-
ating the transition phase by augmenting VTL with I2V technology [139].
Research efforts are focused on defining standards and services for VCN. Many focus groups
are gathered around major car manufacturers, which makes a VCN a tool for market and busi-
ness competition. Regardless of that, whichever standard prevails, the purpose is noble and it
will save numerous lives. The most representative example of a VCN/V2V safety application
would be a scenario of a traffic accident in which vehicles in the accident instantly sent out
(broadcast) a message notifying all nearby vehicles of the event [176]. Thus, nearby vehicles
1Simple states would be: red, yellow, and green
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(drivers) could reduce their speed and, if necessary, stop at the incident location.
Unlike V2V, the concept of V2I/I2V is rather more feasible because it doesn’t require full
implementation of radio technology but only infrastructure-based implementation. The term
"infrastructure" usually includes traffic lights, signs, or posts [101] and special equipment for
VCN like Road Side Unit, plural = Road Side Units (RSU) [2] which are essentially wireless
(radio) access points that extend and augment existing V2V networks [109]. V2I or I2V can
also be a read only information provider; a typical example would be: the existing traffic light
state is broadcasted to nearby vehicles, which will present the traffic light state to the driver,
thus improving driving experience and safety.
Currently, RF is being used in VCN; however, there is an alternative: VLC. It is well-known
technology that is currently under research focus due to technological achievements like the
fact that it is easily controllable Light Emitting Diode (LED) and has a high read speed Photo-
Diode (PD). Some researchers organized around IEEE WPAN2 are working on using the visible
portion of the EM spectrum to transmit and receive information, as unlike the rest of the EM
spectrum, visible light is unlicensed and free to use [123]. Also, light (under a reasonable power
output level, e.g., up to 100 W) has zero environmental and biological impact.
VLC for V2V communication is a new concept that few research groups are working on. They
hope that one day, a vehicle will use its LED headlights to transmit data to other vehicles. To
achieve this, standards and procedures must be defined. The IEEE community has already de-
fined standards [130] for VLC but support for V2V specific characteristics is still under ongoing
research.
2.2. Visible Light Communication (VLC)
According to Holzmann and Pehrson, one of the first uses of VLC dates back to Greek
times when the military used polished, reflective shields to send signals by reflecting sunlight
during battles [62]. They used simple codes to transmit information over the battlefield. Mod-
ern history reinvented VLC in 1880 when Alexander G. Bell, in his paper The Photophone [13],
introduced the concept of transmitting data (voice) over a large distance using light as a medium
to carry the voice information. The light he used was daylight from the sun. He noticed that
some materials vibrated when exposed to vibrating light. In his paper, he reported the results
2Wireless Personal Area Networks (www.ieee802.org)
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Figure 9: Spectral power density of three common ambient light sources. The right figure
shows the effect of different optical filters. Source: [48].
of testing different materials and concluded that selenium is the best material to decode data
encoded onto a light carrier. Furthermore, selenium can react to the vibrations of light orig-
inating from a candle. Information is encoded as the spatial vibration of a light beam. For
example, if the receiving surface is on an xy plane, it is then perpendicular to the incoming light
ray (z axis), thereby encoding (modulating) the data differently, e.g., the use of frequency or
amplitude was not technologically possible at that time. Vibrations of a light beam shape on
a yx plane can be interpreted by the receiving surface, thus making spatial vibration encoding
an interesting proof of concept. The photophone was abandoned in favour of electrical wire
data transmission (telephone). It is a curious historical remark that the first phone was, in fact,
completely wireless.
VLC is very similar to the IR communication that was introduced by Gfeller and Bapst in
1979 [48]. They have developed a data communication system that uses IR electromagnetic
spectrum to transmit information, as shown on Figure 9. Gfeller and Bapst define the main
source of ambient noise - the sun. In Figure 9 they positioned an IR laser and LED on the EM
wavelength scale. Conveniently, they also mapped the visible part of the EM spectrum so that
it could be seen that the visible part of spectrum was very saturated by the sun’s radiation. It
can be concluded that IR communication systems could be more efficient than VLC due to less
ambient (environmental) noise.
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Table 1: Comparison of VLC and IR communication technologies (original: [80])
VLC IR
Data rate >9 Gbps [23] 16 Mbps
Status Research phase Standard(IrDA)
Distance Several meters Up to 3 m
Regulation No No
Security LOS LOS
EM wavelength 380-780 nm 850 nm
Services
Communication and illumi-
nation
Communication
Noise source Sun, ambient lighting Ambient light
Environmental Daily usage, Eye safe
Eye safe for low power
(invisible)
Application
Indoor and vehicular
communication
Remote controllers,
Point-to-point connection
Table 1 shows a comparison of VLC and IR communication technologies. It can be noticed
that VLC has a far more superior transmission data range; one of the reasons for this is that it
has a wider detectable frequency band. One of the advantages of IR is that it is less affected by
noise originating from the Sun.
Figure 10: EM spectrum 3
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Figure 11: Solar radiation spectrum(Licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0 via Wikimedia Commons)
Figure 10 shows the EM spectrum scale and Figure 11 shows the solar spectrum radiation
distribution. It can be seen that the Ultraviolet (UV) part of the EM spectrum is not saturated
with the sun’s radiation mainly because of the ozone layer (O3), thus making UV communica-
tion more resistant to environmental noise than the visible part of spectrum while having better
performance than visible and IR communication systems, especially in outside environments.
UV communication systems gained the interest of the military due to their characteristics, data
transfer speed, and reliability [125]. Puschell also emphasizes the Non Line Of Sight (NLOS)
characteristics of UV communication systems; Xu et.al analysed the performance of NLOS
UV communication [177] and proved that performance is satisfactory for data transmission.
The characteristics of atmospheric scattering are the main reason why NLOS is possible in UV
communication systems. An atmosphere that reflects/scatters the UV part of the EM spectrum
is the reason for blocking the large amount of UV EM energy originating from the sun that
would otherwise be a significant source of noise for UV communication.
In the latest decade, researchers began re-exploring the ideas presented by Bell. Optical com-
munication gained the scientific spotlight due to the fact, identified by Rajagopal, that traditional
RF communication below 6 GHz is rapidly running out of spectrum bandwidth for high-data-
rate communication [127]
Using the visible part of the EM spectrum, researchers can use a new band for short-range data
3Licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0 via Wikimedia Commons
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transmission. Uysal and Nouri report that the utilization of optical band, which includes IR,
visible and ultraviolet frequencies [33], for wireless transmission offers research opportunities,
as this area is largely unexplored [161].
Researchers have identified the most common components of VLC systems: LED as the trans-
mitting component (Tx) and PD as the receiving component (Rx) [122, 179]. Other researchers
experiment with different technologies and equipment used to achieve communication in the
visible part of the EM spectrum.
2.2.1. Transmitting technology
Any device capable of emitting light can be used to transmit data in the VLC system. Emis-
sion of light should be controllable in such a manner that it supports modulating schemes, e.g.,
the device should be able to turn emission on and off for simple On-Off Keying (OOK) modu-
lation.
In his thesis [35], Cui states that VLC is or can be piggybacked on an existing illumination
or signalling system. This means that the minimum transmitted optical power should be used to
satisfy existing system requirements, e.g., a vehicle headlight should have luminous flux equal
to 2000 lm as defined by UN standards [159]. Regardless of usage, a vehicle headlight should
always comply with this requirement. The same principle applies to any illumination aperture
used in a vehicular system. This minimum intensity, on the receiving side, introduces a new
noise source on a receiver component. IEEE802.15.7 [65] also identifies this issue regarding
constant illumination flux, especially in multi-colour (frequency) transmitting systems in which
fluctuations on output power might render a colour change that is noticeable by the human eye.
Cui also made a detailed analysis of VLC ISO/OSO Physical Layer (PHY) layer charac-
teristics, including different modulation schemes and their comparison. His and related work
define the VLC PHY layer sufficiently for it to be used in practice, especially in one-to=one
(1→ 1) or one-to-many single-direction communication (1→ n).
Other authors propose the use of LASER as a transmitter. According to Grancars et al., the
future adoption of laser-produced illumination, if cost effective, could enable significant per-
formance gains in VLC systems due to the high-frequency modulation capabilities of lasers. In
the meantime, LEDs with low modulation bandwidths are the most viable in meeting pressing
light quality, communication, and cost requirements [46]. Lasers in vehicular headlight systems
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are used not to illuminate roads and the environment but to illuminate a phosphorus plate that
radiates eye-safe white light [156] .
Figure 12: Simple laser lightning aperture
Figure 12 shows the typical laser hardware used in laser-powered vehicular headlights. The
source of energy is a blue laser. Laser beam (D) is focused on a phosphorous element (C) which
then emits white light (when exposed to blue light (450 nm) as described in [114]). Generated
light (B) is concentrated using a parabolic mirror (A) and reflected in the desired direction. It
may be a concern that inducing photons from phosphorus atoms has a build-up delay. This is
the case in compact fluorescent lamps. However, this is not the case with blue laser-induced
phosphorus light due to high-power lasers and direct energy conversion.
2.2.1.1. Conclusion
Table 2: Comparison of VLC Tx technologies
Technology Pros Cons
LED
- High data rate
(up to 9 Gbps [23])
- Low cost
- Low energy efficiency [117]
Laser
- High data rate
- High energy efficiency [117]
- High cost
Table 2 shows a comparison of two VLC transmitting technologies. Some ancient and
obsolete devices like incandescent bulbs were not considered in this analysis. The use of lasers,
especially in vehicular headlights, is in its beginning. The most promising feature of lasers is
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high energy efficiency comparable to LED. Because of its versatility and low cost, and the fact
that LED is de facto a part of standard equipment, LED is the most feasible solution for the
VLC transmitting component.
2.2.2. Receiving technology
The PD with good responsiveness to the visible light are silicon p-type-insulator-n-type
photodiode (Si PIN-PD) and silicon avalanche photodiode (Si APD). The silicon material pho-
todiode operates from 400 nm to 1200 nm [80]; this includes the visible light part of the EM
spectrum. The authors also state that there are many PD types whose sampling rates are over
200 MHz. According to [174], Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) used in standard LED lighting
uses a frequency up to 500 kHz. It can be concluded that PD is far more precise than LED and
that it is sufficient for VLC systems with LED. A single PD can decode only one input; it can be
considered a single pixel that records every light source in the range. Because of that, a single
PD cannot distinguish different light sources.
Figure 13: PD multiple source solution
Figure 13 shows a solution that includes a physical barrier between two PD (P1 and P2).
With a barrier, each PD can detect only only one source (S1 or S2). Splitting space into indi-
vidual segments is a basic principle that a digital camera uses to capture images.
Although, PD is very cheap, there are alternatives, like a high-speed camera, proposed by
Yamazoto and Iwasaki [178, 71]. A high-speed camera could provide multiple concurrent data
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streams, whereas PD provides only one input stream.
Figure 14: Data from rolling shutter [92]
The latest research efforts utilize the rolling shutter effect of a digital camera used in smart-
phones [102]. The Rolling shutter effect on a LED is shown on Figure 14. It can be noticed
that the rolling shutter captures only one frame segment at a time. Bars on Figure 14 represent
information: if the LED has two states, on or off, the black bar represents the off state and the
white bar represents the textiton state. Using image processing on a camera video raw feed,
LED states can be decoded by recognizing the black or white bars on each video frame.
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Figure 15: Throughput performance of rolling shutter mode. Source: [92].
Figure 15 shows rolling shutter receiver performance in VLC systems. It can be noticed
that maximum performance is around 300 bps at 30 fps, which is far less than the 9 Gbps [23]
achieved with high performance PD. However, due to high construction costs, it is not as ver-
satile as a simple PD. To introduce near 360◦coverage it would be necessary to equip a vehicle
with more than one very expensive camera. The advantage of a rolling shutter and camera would
be the use of multiple input streams. This, however, does have its limits because if the distance
is large, multiple sources could optically converge to one source, thus rendering communication
inoperable. This converging would happen due to the resolution limits of the camera. In low
distances, multiple sources might be decoded, but due to the limited resolution, only few large
sources could fit the camera frame.
For a rolling shutter camera system to achieve the 9 Gbps that is present in LED VLC systems,
it would require 30 000 000 sources. A hypothetical system using a high-end 1080p camera
would have a resolution of 1920 ∗ 1080 pixels. This provides a total of 2 073 600 pixels. If
the transmitting side of this hypothetical system could be designed to provide at least 2 073 600
sources, this system would be fully efficient and still not as fast as the LED VLC system. For
this hypothetical system to be as fast as an LED VLC system, it would require 27 926 400 more
sources/pixels. In conclusion, a rolling shutter cannot match the fastest VLC systems.
As discussed in the previous section, LED is the most feasible solution for the VLC Tx compo-
nent; in addition, LED can be used to receive and decode information on a visible light carrier.
LED and PD are both, in essence, semi-conductor components. Miyazaki conducted an inter-
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esting experiment that proved that LED can be used as PD [112]. After that, Dietz et al. made a
working prototype of an LED-to-LED communication system [38], proving the concept only at
short distances (up to 3 centimeters). Due to the fact that LED has low performance in sensing
light, the maximum achieved data transmission speed is 250 bps. LED-to-LED communication
uses the existing LED which makes it very low cost and, according to authors, in some cases
even free. This is the case when the existing LED is controllable by a micro-controller that has
updateable firmware, meaning that the LED light sensor capability (Rx) can be achieved even
and only on a software level (new firmware).
Researchers at the Disney Research Centre also experimented with LED-to-LED communica-
tion and concludes that such a system has [134]:
 Low communication range
 Low throughput
 LED is less sensitive than PD when measuring light levels
Figure 16: LED-to-LED communication testbed. Source: [134].
Figure 16 shows an LED-to-LED communication testbed with seven prototype nodes. The re-
searchers used Arduino Uno micro-controller prototyping boards with a single LED connected.
This LED was being used as a Tx and Rx component intermediately.
2.2.2.1. Conclusion
Some researchers push equipment to the limits of data rate speeds, like Pisek et al., who
demonstrate VLC using LED and PD to achieve gigabit speeds. They also identify that IEEE802.15.7 [65]
was not developed for Gigabit rates. Thus, an alternative baseband method must be designed to
support the increased bit rate (>1 Gbps) [122].
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Table 3: Comparison of VLC Rx technologies considering implementation on a vehicle
Technology Pros Cons
PD
- High data rate
- Small size
- Low cost
- Small resolution (1px)
- Not present on vehicle
Camera
- Large resolution
- Present on vehicle
(as smartphone/dashboard camera)
- High cost
- Low data rate
LED
- Low cost (free)
- Present on vehicle
- Low data rate
- Low resolution
- Short sensing distance
Table 3 shows a comparison of three VLC receiving technologies. It can be concluded that
PD is the most feasible technology for receiving due to its low costs and high performance.
With defined Rx and Tx technologies, the next phase includes a definition of the visible channel
model that uses LED/PD technologies to send and receive light-encoded data.
2.2.3. Visible channel model
VLC uses the same medium as a standard radio communication: the EM spectrum, only
using a different, higher frequency range (405 THz - 790 THz). Different frequencies in the
EM spectrum behave differently [49], thus changing the expected channel characteristics for
the VLC.
Light, unlike radio waves, also conforms to the classic mechanics and light particle theory de-
scribed by Young in his lectures [182]. Because of specific channel characteristics, VLC does
not have issues regarding interference with a co-channel, such as is the case in low-frequency
radio used in common radio communication [133]. Saadi also states that the light, not being
able to penetrate obstacles, is a feature that enhances physical layer security in VLC. This means
that the VLC system can detect the intrusion of a malicious entity because any tampering will
interfere with and eventually disrupt the light beam. The lack of a light beam can easily be
detected by the receiving side, thus identifying a potential security attack on a communication
channel.
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Chung Ghiu Lee states that IR and visible light constitute light with different wavelength spec-
tra. The modulation formats for the IR system can be adopted in VLC considering the geomet-
rical environment, mobility, and multi-user connectivity [80].
Light is a part of the spectrum in a wide range of frequencies. Each light frequency is rec-
ognized by the human eye as a colour. It can be concluded that a multiple frequency channel
model is feasible as long as it complies with existing equipment and its purpose, e.g., the mini-
mum output level and colour. This approach, in V2V systems, should be used carefully because
it may happen that the red channel (400-484 Thz) is the only free channel in the communica-
tion channel, resulting in red (or reddish) light output that violates traffic signal standards and
security requirements, like United Nations regulations [159].
Current work on defining VLC channel characteristics emphasizes that a VLC channel is
very prone to noise, in particular, environmental noise from the sun, which can be reduced with
different levels and techniques of filtering on a hardware and a software level. Authors have
made substantial effort to define LED and PD physical models as well as a valuable attenuation
model for LED light [113]. Komine and Nakagawa have proven a direct link between Field Of
View (FOV) and data rate considering the environmental noise originating from signal reflec-
tions and refractions, and intersymbol interference [84]. Increasing FOV will increase the data
rate by reducing noise.
This concludes the overview of current VLC technology. In the following section, a short intro-
duction to the latest achievements in vehicular communication is analysed.
2.3. Vehicular communication
Vehicular communication enables vehicles to exchange data autonomously either with other
vehicles or with an infrastructure using a standardized RF interface. As an enabler of co-
operative traffic, vehicular communication offers a huge potential benefit for road safety, traffic
flow, and efficiency [140].
In [148] the authors have identified several challenges for vehicular networks, such as having
a static network infrastructure that is not sufficient and it should relay to the ad-hoc V2V con-
cept, but this increases channel load and decreases reliability in highly congested urban areas.
This disadvantage might be an advantage for the parallel use of VLC, especially for near, line-
of-sight scenarios. Data communication in dynamic node architecture, like vehicular networks
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where vehicles move and change location, might be an issue. Jafari et al. have made simu-
lations that prove that vehicular speed does not affect the performance of the network (using
IEEE802.11p) [72]. This is important because the same results can be applied to VLC because
both technologies use the same medium (EM spectrum), and VLC has an even smaller scope
(number of network nodes), meaning that the node speed will have an even smaller effect on
overall system performance. The scope is smaller because the underlying technology is di-
rectional and LOS only, unlike RF which is usually omnidirectional and has some penetrating
capabilities [165]
Vehicular communication has these application categories [135]:
1. Active safety (traffic conditions, collision avoidance, crash sensing, pre-crash sensing,
incident warning, SOS service)
2. Public service (Emergency vehicle warning...)
3. Improved driving (adaptive cruise control, platooning, traffic sign enhancement, virtual
traffic lights)
4. Infotainment (multimedia, diagnostics, Internet access, toll collection, parking payment
service...)
Applications identified by Schoch et al. prove that V2V truly improves existing traffic sys-
tems (in the domain of Intelligent Transportation Systems). Active safety applications have the
highest priority in the communication channel. Because of that, the IEEE802.11p vehicular
communication systems standard has a network delay less than acceptable 100ms according to
simulations published in 2010 [50]. Some authors have identified several ongoing projects that
tackle the standardization of inter-vehicular communication (VCI or V2V) [73, 121]. In their
analysis, it can be noticed that the main focus groups are concentrated around vehicle manufac-
turers in three countries: the USA, EU (Germany) and Japan.
Most of the related projects were completed by the end of 2014, and the next round of fund-
ing and research is very intensive, which can be seen in the EU Horizon2020 programme that
focuses, among other things, on Internet of Things (IOT), which includes smart vehicles and
vehicular communication [146].
Other researchers are focusing on the use of vehicular ad hoc networks as wireless Internet Ser-
vice Provider (ISP). Jerbi and Senouci have demonstrated and proven the feasibility of such a
configuration [74] where each vehicle is, in essence, a wireless (Wi-Fi) access point that pro-
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vides service for nearby nodes and users.
In their work, Jiang and Delgrossi offer a short history of the IEEE 802.11p standard for vehicu-
lar communication. They identify that "the key purpose of the IEEE 802.11p amendment at the
MAC level is to enable very efficient communication group setup without much of the overhead
typically needed in the current IEEE 802.11 MAC" [76]. This means that the existing 802.11
MAC protocol is not suited for vehicular communication, in this case for RF, but applicable to
the VLC.
2.3.1. Visible light communication in traffic
In previous sections, VLC technology was introduced and the main differences between
VLC and RF (in vehicular networks) were presented. Compatibility of VLC and vehicular
networks is not questionable, but due to a different medium, adaptations of VLC on a PHY and
MAC layer are necessary to maximize the VLC channel utilization. Those adaptations should
not affect the upper layers of the ISO/OSI4 network stack.
The research focus is mostly on an Infrastructure to Vehicle (I2V) VLC like that demonstrated
in [120, 32, 34, 87], where the authors achieved successful data communication from a traffic
light to the vehicles. They also pinpointed several key advantages for a VLC in traffic [120]:
 No radio interference, meaning that the VLC system can coexist with the existing RF
implementations.
 Saving radio resources, the RF spectrum is highly saturated and the use of the non-
licensed light portion of EM spectrum is an advantage.
 Utilization of existing infrastructure, in I2V scenarios, traffic lights have a power source
and wired/wireless communication mean and LED is the main information transmitting
technology. On the other hand, vehicles can have photodiode, a dashboard camera, or a
smartphone camera.
 Safe for human body, normal-intensity light is safe for a human’s body, whereas RF
communication is still a biological concern [69].
Kumar states that VLC adaptation consists of the Media Access Control (MAC) Layer’s
management and control, services and, monitoring [87]. This clearly identifies MAC with the
PHY layer as one of the key elements that must be redefined (compared to RF and 802.11).
In [82], Kim et al. demonstrated a successful implementation of VLC using vehicular headlights
4Open Systems Interconnection/International Organization for Standardization
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in outdoor environments. This implementation used LED and PD with simple On-Off Keying
(OOK) signal modulation. They proved that PD saturation and environmental noise do not
harm the VLC in a way which would render it impossible. Also, Yoo et al. demonstrated
a simple VLC setting in a vehicle headlight (LED) and demonstrated successful transmission
over a distance of 20 m with a 10 kbps data rate [180]. Unlike Kim et al., who used OOK, Yoo
et al. used Pulse Position Modulation (PPM) to modulate information on the light carrier wave.
An interesting achievement is that transmission was successful during the daytime with the sun
incidence angle equal to 30◦.
In another research paper, Kim et al. state that V2V communication using VLC LED has
not yet been started in real-life scenarios [83]. In his work, only 1 → 1 communication was
demonstrated, so there was no need for MAC protocol implementation, which would be the
next level demonstrating n↔ n communication - multiple node full duplex communication.
Research by Yu et al. also points in this direction by successfully demonstrating VLC
implementation using LED and PD on a scooter vehicle [184]. In addition, they demonstrate
an interesting use of VLC for positioning where one light source is being captured by at least
two PD (stereo vision5) so that they can measure the time/phase differences of an incoming
signal on a different PD. Those differences can be mathematically calculated as a position of
LED source. They also analysed the sources of noise, like environmental lights; they found that
reflection from street signs is a strong source of interference but it can be filtered out because
the frequency of this noise is 120 Hz (or multiple). This means that VLC can be used during the
night and during the day. However, there is a reasonable performance degradation during the
day, though the communication link was still stable, according to the authors. In conclusion, Yu
et al. state that the next step in their work would be to develop a lightweight MAC protocol for
V2V VLC systems.
This concludes vehicular communication and VLC in the latest traffic research. As mentioned,
the MAC protocol for VLC in V2V is the next step for researchers. An analysis of MAC
protocols follows.
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Figure 17: ISO/OSI network stack
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2.4. Media Access Control Protocol
In network systems, efficient medium access is the key issue where medium- high utilization
is imperative as is the providing of a stable connection. One of the seven layers of the ISO/OSI
model of computer networking (shown on Figure 17) is the MAC layer which implements a
simple data communication protocol. MAC is a sublayer of the Data Link layer. The MAC
protocol, implemented on a MAC layer, provides multiple node access on a shared medium like
the EM spectrum or on a wired terminal connection. The MAC layer is the interface between
the PHY layer and the Logical Link Control (LLC) layer. It provides several communication
features:
 unicast
 multicast
 broadcast
Each of those usually provides a full duplex logical communication channel observed from the
upper layers (LLC). The MAC layer, among others, provides error control, collision control
mechanisms, and node addressing. The MAC protocol has many features that are selectively
used depending on the MAC implementation and version. For example, the simple Token Ring
protocol does not have the carrier sensing feature [119]. MAC protocol selection depends highly
on a situation and network configuration. In smaller network systems, features like carrier sens-
ing might be an overhead and performance analysis should be conducted to compare alternative
MAC protocols.
The history of the MAC protocol is usually related to the start of the Additive Links On-line
Hawaii Area (ALOHA) System that was invented by researchers at the University of Hawaii.
The purpose of this research was to connect the Hawaiian Islands using a wireless radio connec-
tion, and the main concern was using the shared medium for client transmission. The ALOHA
System became operational in 1971 with the first packet being broadcasted from the main Oahu
campus. The transmission rate achieved by the first implementation of the ALOHA System was
9600 bps [3].
5PDs are spaced apart
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Figure 18: "Pure ALOHA" by helix84.
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Pure_ALOHA1.svg
Figure 18 shows the simple concept of operation of the ALOHA protocol where clients
(stations) communicate on a shared medium. Clients send packets regardless of the medium
state (busy or clear). In case of collision, a packet is retransmitted after a random backoff time
period. The enhanced version of ALOHA is a slotted ALOHA that uses time slots. This means
that clients can transmit only at the beginning of each slot [43]
Figure 19: Throughput in ALOHA channels. Source: [68].
Figure 19 shows the throughput analysis of two versions of ALOHA protocols. It can be
noticed that slotted ALOHA has significantly better performance than pure ALOHA regardless
of the network load.
There are two major types of MAC protocols: static and dynamic.
 Static access protocols use static medium fragmentation using several different tech-
niques:
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Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) is a communication technique that divides a
single channel or band into time slots. Each slot is then used to transmit one data segment.
The most representative example would be the ALOHA protocol.
Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) divides the shared medium bandwidth
into individual channels based on frequency band.
Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) is a spread spectrum multiple access com-
munication technique designed for highly congested systems like cellular mobile net-
works [167].
 Dynamic access protocols allocate medium access time using different protocols:
Random access protocols
Multiple Access (MA) - Nodes do not check the state of the medium and transmit
when data is available. Collisions are ignored and if data is not received, it should be
retransmitted by upper layer.
Carrier Sensing Multiple Access (CSMA) - Nodes check the medium state and
decide to transmit only when the channel is free.
Carrier Sensing Multiple Access with Collision Detection (CSMACD) - Like CSMA
plus collision detection, if the node detects a collision, the node should refrain from trans-
mitting for a period.
Carrier Sensing Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMACA) - Collisions
can be avoided using different techniques like then RTS/CTS sequence in IEEE 802.11.
Scheduling access protocols - Unlike in random access protocols, here nodes agree on
transmission time, sometimes introducing a central node that coordinates communication.
Polling - Uses the primary node to channel all communication. There is no direct
link with nodes except for a link with the primary node.
Request reservation - Nodes agree on a transmission order using reservation pack-
ets. The node should transmit only when the reservation is confirmed by other nodes in
the network.
Token ring - Uses a special three-byte packet called the token. The token travels
around the ring of nodes. The node possessing token is eligible to transmit data on a
shared medium. When node transmission is completed, token is passed to the next node
in the ring.
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2.4.1. 802.11 standard
The first 802.11 standard was published in 1997 by the IEEE P802.11 working group, which
is a member of the IEEE LAN MAN Standards Committee [61]. 802.11, in 1997, was a single
standard, and now it is considered an initial standard, not a single MAC protocol but, rather,
a set of protocols for different applications and PHY implementations. Currently, it has more
than 16 major amendments. For example, 802.11p is an approved amendment to the initial
standard, covering vehicular communications over the 5.850 - 5.925 GHz EM spectrum band
using DSRC [59]. Hassan et al. have proven that 802.11p can be efficiently used in vehicular
communication, aside from performance degradation caused by hidden node problems.
According to IEEE Std 802-2014, section 5.2.3, "MAC sublayer", the principal functions of
the MAC sublayer are [66]:
 Frame delimiting and recognition
 Addressing of destination stations (both as individual stations and as groups of stations)
 Conveyance of source-station addressing information
 Transparent data transfer of PDUs from the next higher sublayer
 Protection against errors, generally by means of generating and checking frame check
sequences
 Control of access to the physical transmission medium
Bianchi conducted a performance analysis of the IEEE 802.11 standard [14]. He also em-
phasized that before transmitting a packet, a station operating in RTS/CTS mode "reserves" the
channel by sending a special Request-To-Send short frame. The destination station acknowl-
edges the receipt of an RTS frame by sending back a Clear-To-Send frame, after which normal
packet transmission and ACK response occurs. Because the collision may occur only on the
RTS frame, and it is detected by the lack of CTS response, the RTS/CTS mechanism allows for
an increase in system performance by reducing the duration of a collision when long messages
are transmitted.
Because of numerous analysis and simulations, as well as many research groups, IEEE
808.11 is de facto a standard and representative example of an efficient MAC protocol [105].
Testing protocols in real installations (e.g., Hawaiian Island towers in ALOHA) could be ex-
pensive and time consuming. Because of that, many network researchers use computer network
simulators or similar systems that simplify actual networks. The next section explores various
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aspects of network simulation environments.
2.5. Network Simulation Environment (NSE)
NSE is a software that simulates or imitates the behaviour of a communication network.
Some simulators provide statistical analysis of network performance. Because of the high com-
plexity of communications networks, a traditional, empirical approach towards network config-
uration analysis is not a viable option. That is why NSE is primarily used when analysing and
designing computer communication networks. Modern NSE should comply with networking
standards and can provide a variety of network devices and technologies and end user appli-
cations such as web client, peer-to-peer network, etc. NSE are used for researchers to design
network protocols and configurations.
Security specialists can use NSE to assess the security risk on network modifications. In ad-
dition, NSE can be used to predict security flaws in communication networks and the network
stack. Networks can be tested against security attacks without affecting real networks. Network
designers can use NSE to simulate the performance of network modifications on existing net-
works. This has a high economic impact due to the reduced costs of trying and error attempts
to improve network performance. According to Rampfl, the main motivation behind network
simulation is to accomplish more reliability and lower maintenance costs for the development
of a new technology [128].
Most network simulators use discrete event simulation, in which pending events are stored
in a queue. Events are processed in a FIFO manner. Processed (executed) events can have
implications on the network state, thus invoking new events to be processed.
According to Banks, the simulation of networks is a very complex task. For example, if
congestion is high, the estimation of the average occupancy is challenging because of high
variance. To estimate the likelihood of a buffer overflow in a network, the time required for an
accurate answer can be extremely large [5].
Most network simulators use a graphical representation of network and data transmission,
as real-time data representation would be impractical and impose a high load on overall NSE
performance.
Weingartner et al. conducted a performance analysis of major NSE present on the market in
2009 [172].
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Figure 20: Simulation run-time vs. Drop probability. Source: [172].
NSE they analysed were:
 ns-2
 OMNet++
 ns-3
 SimPy
 JiST/SWANS
They concluded that the fastest simulator was JiST/SWANS, as can be seen on Figure 20.
However, JiST/SWANS has the highest memory consumption of analysed simulators; this is
due to the Java Virtual Machine engine begin used. Due to an abundance of memory and its low
costs, this factor can be ignored.
2.5.1. Performance issue
Simulations are usually executed on a CPU (or GPU) and require substantial computing
power. A network simulation can have different power demands depending on the level of de-
tails simulated. Many authors investigate the performance of network simulators. Performance
is the bottleneck of NSE and developers and system designers use various techniques to lower
NSE resource demands. Unfortunately, the usual tradeoff involves limiting features or removing
some aspects of real network systems from NSE.
Basagni et al. have conducted a detailed analysis of different network simulators [162].
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They conclude that a significant gap exists between simulation and experimental results. Also,
it has been identified that most of the simulators lack proper or any implementation of: Carrier
sensing, Back-off timing, Radio propagation model.
Figure 21: Emission Pattern of a Dipole Antenna. Source: [168].
Furthermore, most of them have a circular (spherical) estimation of radio coverage like
one shown on Figure 21, while in real-case scenarios, the radio coverage shape resembles a
fuzzy sphere [39] because of the freespace pathloss model. Thus, the probabilistic approach
would be more correct when estimating radio coverage [152]. Fuzzy sphere would be the more
correct approximation because the signal would never dissipate or disappear, and will forever
travel in space, according to the General Theory of Relativity [41]. This circular (spherical)
approximation is one example of a tradeoff that improves performance at the cost of system
precision.
Simulator performance has been recognized as a main reason for many gaps identified by
authors. Some simulators even lack support for interference detection and have loose PHY
model implementation, which is a tradeoff to increase performance [54]. None of the widely
used simulators PhySim, NetSim, OPNET, GloMoSim, cnet, ns2, JiST/SWANS [12], and PAR-
SEC support VLC radio communication. For this reason, and because VLC PHY is different
from RF, a modular radio model for VLC simulation in the simulation engine must be designed.
As defined in previous sections, LOS is one of the main characteristics of VLC. Unfortunately,
many simulators lack obstacle detection (LOS) and VLC support in general. The reason why
VLC technology is not present in network simulators might be that VLC is a relatively new
technology and VLC applications did not require real network simulations.
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2.6. Conclusion
Wireless data communication is truly omnipresent and is constantly improving data rate and
transmission range. All this is possible because of great scientists like Nikola Tesla and Regi-
nald Fessenden, who experimented on radio wave transmission [45, 149] in the 19th century.
Today, the EM spectrum is saturated and there is a struggle to reserve a portion of the spectrum
for various applications. This saturation of the spectrum is the reason why the scientific com-
munity welcomes new ideas like VLC, which can ease some of the load on the radio part of the
EM spectrum.
Researchers did prove that i) VLC is a promising and feasible technology and that ii) vehicular
communication can improve the experience and safety of vehicular systems. Combining VLC
with vehicular systems, i.e., Intelligent Transportation Systems, might have greater market pen-
etration due to a fact that most of the equipment necessary for VLC is already present in today’s
vehicles. On the other hand, RF V2V requires expensive additional hardware to be installed
on each vehicle. Even more, a smartphone or dashboard camera and even LED can be used
instead of a PD component for receiving information, which makes VLC very intriguing and
challenging.
VLC has a bright future in vehicular communication. To reach that goal, several obstacles must
be overcome, such as the lack of an appropriate MAC protocol. A specially designed MAC pro-
tocol for VLC in V2V would be necessary for i) n to n communication and because ii) existing
MAC protocols might have unnecessary complexity and data load for simple V2V line-of-sight
scenarios.
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3. Network simulation environment
There are multiple ways to conduct research in computer networking. If possible, real networks
and systems are the most accurate way through which to experiment. However, in some cases,
large-scale experiments are not feasible in real environments because of the costs, time, and
manpower required. In such cases, simulation models and simulators provide researchers with
appropriate tools to conduct large-scale and complex experiments.
This chapter analyses and discusses NSE considering its importance for this research. By re-
flecting on Section 2.5, which defines the state of the art in the field of NSE, it can be concluded
that existing NSEs are not adequate for this research due to issues regarding MAC protocol
design and VLC technology support in general.
The chapter introduces a new and enhanced NSE with VLC technology. This enhanced NSE
is used in late research phases to design (implement) the MAC protocol and to define the ex-
periment environment for the MAC protocol evaluation. It was used in the previous asymmetry
experiment in Chapter 4.
The chapter also defines the VLC-equipped vehicle model that is used in experiments that are
part of this research.
The chapter addresses questions RQ3 and subquestions defined in Section 1.3.1
3.1. Network Simulation Environment (NSE) selection
To achieve objectives O1 to O4, a simulation engine must be utilized. As elaborated in
Section 2.5, existing NSE are not suitable for this or similar research. There are alternative
options that can help provide an appropriate NSE for this research:
1. Develop brand new NSE
2. Modify existing NSE
Option number one would be the most precise and accurate, and developing a new NSE would
certainly fix all the missing features to ensure the most accurate network simulator. However,
because the domain of this research is mostly MAC protocol, developing a simulator for the
complete network stack would require large overhead measured in terms of time and resources.
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Table 4: NSE selection analysis
NSE Performancerank [12]
Full stack
implementation
Open
source Technology
GlomoSim 2 Yes Yes tcl/tk
ns2 3 Yes Yes tcl/tk
JiST/SWANS 1 Yes Yes Java
Parsec 4 Yes Yes Haskell
As for this research, more feasible is option number two. NSE usually implements a full net-
work stack, and the MAC protocol is just part of one layer (the data link layer) in the stack.
If the NSE software architecture is well-designed, replacing one implementation (e.g., a class)
should not be an issue. Having a full implementation of network stack is important because
testing of the low-level protocols requires real-life scenarios that can be simulated only using
full network stacks.
The choice of network simulator follows these guidelines:
 Performance - NSE implementation should be reasonably fast when executed on modern-
day environments. In Section 2.5 it has been noted that performance is the main concern
when designing NSE, especially for application layer service simulations (high-end sce-
narios like video streaming over the Internet).
 Full stack implementation - it is necessary to have full stack implementation to simulate
and measure MAC performance in real-world scenarios.
 Open source - chosen NSE should be open source for it to be augmented (enhanced) with
new features.
 Technology - the implementation technology used should be Java or .NET (C#), as this
is the personal preference of the researcher.
Table 4 compares different NSE (used in [12]) according to desired guidelines for the NSE
selection defined previously.
The analysis concluded that: JiST/SWANS NSE satisfies most of the desired guidelines and
that it should be considered selected NSE in this research.
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Figure 22: Performance analysis of JiST against alternatives [12]
3.2. JiST/SWANS introduction
JiST is an abbreviation of Java in Simulation Time and SWANS stands for Scalable Wireless
Ad-hoc Network Simulator. JiST1 is a high-performance discrete event simulation engine that
runs over a standard Java virtual machine, that is, a Java-based simulation system that executes
discrete event simulations both efficiently and transparently by embedding simulation semantics
directly into the Java execution model [12]. According to the authors, JiST performance out-
performs that of popular network simulators like ns2, Parsec, or GloMoSim. Performance was
questionable mainly because of the use of the Java technology against fast and robust C/C++.
Figure 22. shows JiST memory performance compared to the alternative simulation engines.
Table 5 shows CPU performance on a complex scenario with 5 million network events.
Metric used is total execution time. Simulations are executed on the same hardware equipment.
Java can be considered a JiST advantage because simulations can be executed on every
device, including grid computing networks and server clusters, and even more specialized ar-
chitectures.
Scalable Wireless Network Simulator (SWANS) is implemented using the JiST architecture.
It is a standalone set of classes that utilize the JiST infrastructure to achieve reduced memory de-
mands and high performance. On the ISO/OSI application layer, SWANS can even execute any
1more info at jist.ece.cornell.edu
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Figure 23: JiST simulator architecture related to network stack [12]
Table 5: Time to perform 5 million events, normalized against both the baseline and JiST
5 · 106 events Time (sec) vs reference vs JiST
reference 0.738 1.00x 0.76x
JiST 0.970 1.31x 1.00x
Parsec 1.907 2.59x 1.97x
ns2-C 3.260 4.42x 3.36x
GloMoSim 9.539 12.93x 9.84x
ns2-Tcl 76.558 103.81x 78.97x
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existing Java network applications using simulated network architecture, thus proving its trans-
parency and real-case-scenario integration in simulations. Unlike its competitors, JiST/SWANS
can simulate much larger networks [12]. SWANS can also simulate wired or wireless networks
or even wireless sensor networks. SWANS uses a hierarchical binning search/sort mechanism
to compute signal propagation in the field; this approach reduces real simulation duration and
resources consumption while preserving physical accuracy.
3.2.1. Architecture
JiST/SWANS architecture is a complex system of 550 classes with more than 49000 lines
of code. Classes are organized in namespaces, some are shown and described in Table 6
Table 6: JiST/SWANS relevant namespaces and descriptions
Namespace Description
jist/runtime JiST simulation framework core
jist/minisim Regression and benchmark simulations
jist/swans Wireless ad hoc network simulation components for SWANS
jist/swans/field Signal propagation, fading, pathloss and mobility, implements EM field
jist/swans/radio
Radio signal transmission and reception, implements radio device
e.g. Wi-Fi adapter. PHY layer implementations
jist/swans/mac Link layer implementations
jist/swans/net Network layer implementations
jist/swans/route Routing layer implementations
jist/swans/trans Transport layer implementations
jist/swans/app Application layer implementations
jist/swans/app/net Application sockets
jist/swans/app/io Application streams
jist/swans/misc Common data structures and utilities
driver SWANS simulation configuration drivers
3.2.2. Features
Existing JiST/SWANS has features related to implementation, such as: simulation time
management, extensibility, resources management, and entity invocation. Time management is
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significant because it introduces three classes of time:
 Actual time: standard Java execution time
 Real time: the real, physical time of execution
 Simulation time: the time inside the simulation; Java instructions have zero duration in
the scope of simulation time. Simulation time is advanced using the sleep method call.
Network-related features include:
 Full ISO/OSI network stack implementation:
Application - heartbeat, CBR, and any Java network application.
Transport - UDP, TCP.
Network - IPv4.
Routing - AODV, ZRP, DSR, GPSR, Geo-routing.
Link - 802.11b, loop.
 message - each layer in ISO/OSI has an appropriate message class that follows the stan-
dard defined by each layer. Embedding of message content (bytes) is enforced and im-
plemented between ISO/OSI layers.
 field - a concept that includes the physical features of the field (EM) and environment
where the network system is simulated.
placement - grid, street placement, random, input by XML configuration file.
mobility - static, street mobility, random waypoint, random walk, random direction,
teleport, XML input file.
fading - zero, Raleigh, Rician.
pathloss - free space, shadowing, two ray.
 field street - complete system for: field, placement, and mobility of nodes in urban envi-
ronments (streets).
 propagation algorithm - hierarchical binning.
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 interference - independent, additive.
 GUI - simple GUI to visualize network systems.
3.3. Issues
Although JiST/SWANS implements a crucial part of NSE features, there are still features
that are missing, caused by the performance issue described in Section 2.5.1. Deep analysis of
JiST/SWANS code has revealed that it does not even have interference detection.
JiST/SWANS has a circular radiation uniform pattern of an RF omnidirectional coverage area,
while more accurate would be the spherical estimation. Furthermore, spherical estimation is
less accurate than torus [86] as shown on Figure 21. All those shapes define a geometrical, uni-
form body that should represent the radiation pattern; however, that is also inaccurate because
radiation waves do not have a strict border and radiation never ends [41], meaning that a fuzzy
torus would be the most accurate approximation of the radiation pattern in simulators.
Sutaria et al. have designed and implemented an energy model for JiST/SWANS [142] because
it is not present in the original implementation. The energy model defines the energy consump-
tion of nodes in the network and allows for the comparison of different protocols used based on
energy efficiency.
As mentioned in Section 2.5.1, the reason for omitting those features is performance, and
JiST/SWANS is not the only NSE that does such a trade-off. Heavy implementation of col-
lision/interference detection on low layers of an ISO/OSI stack would significantly increase
resource demands. Deep code analysis has revealed the reason why those features are not
implemented; it is the Link layer. In the list of features it can be noticed that 802.11b is the pro-
tocol implemented on the Link layer. 802.11 is the standard and well-tested protocol, used in
everyday communication using Wi-Fi technology. Because 802.11 works very well on collision
avoidance, fully implementing only that protocol would mean that collisions would not occur in
the first place and that checking for collisions and interference would not be necessary, also be-
cause JiST/SWANS is a network simulator and not an environment for MAC protocol design.
If researchers would like to design and test a new MAC protocol, the existing JiST/SWANS
would not be appropriate because one of the core features of a MAC protocol is medium access
control, propagation patterns, and collision detection, which must be performed well in a proper
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MAC protocol.
The last feature that is missing in JiST/SWANS is the support for VLC in general. As stated
before, JiST/SWANS supports only omnidirectional communication while VLC is mainly di-
rectional. Because of that, JiST/SWANS is not capable of simulating networks that use VLC as
an underlying technology.
The next section describes missing features implementations and introduces basic network sim-
ulator features for the development of a custom MAC protocol.
3.4. VLC enhanced JiST/SWANS
Modifying an existing JiST/SWANS simulator to be able to simulate VLC communication
requires substantial intervention on several elements (classes) inside the simulator source code.
As shown on Figure 23. most modification are done on green and red elements.
To maintain transparency (interoperability), modifications to the Radio class (the red ele-
ment on Figure 23.) were necessary. Most of the modifications were required to support the
testing and design of the MAC protocol.
JiST/SWANS is, among other things, a vehicle network simulator. According to [184],
each VLC-enhanced vehicle can have multiple head and tail lights; each is able to transmit
different data. In practice, this means that each node (vehicle) can have several distinct transmit
and receive devices that are, in the scope of this work, called Tx or Rx elements. In Java
implementation those are referred to as VLCelement class objects.
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Figure 24: RadioVLC and VLCelement classes
3.4.1. VLC radio
RadioVLC is a new class added to the JiST/SWANS to support VLC physical characteris-
tics. Radio type selection is done in the simulation configuration file, described later. In the
scope of the simulator, a radio is a transmitting device, e.g., Wi-Fi, and is referred to as a net-
work node, meaning that every network node is a "radio". Furthermore, a vehicle capable of
communicating is also a network node, meaning that "radio" is a vehicle in the scope of VLC
communication in vehicular networks.
Inherited methods transmit and receive are the links to the upper and lower layers of the
ISO/OSI stack. Radio is the implementation of PHY layer characteristics, meaning that the
upper layer is Link (MAC) layer. The lower layer, in the context of the ISO/OSI stack, does not
exist. However, in JiST/SWANS there is a Field class that represents the EM field that imple-
ments data transmission and many other features, like fading and pathloss. Information sent by
Radio, using the transmit method, is relayed to the field and then propagated and delivered to
the appropriate nodes - other Radios in the network.
As shown on Figure 1, the existing radio uses omnidirectional coverage estimation while VLC
has directional coverage estimation. Because of that, it was necessary to track and update the
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radio bearing (orientation) in space and changes over time, which is necessary for mobility in
simulations.
3.4.2. VLC element
Figure 24 shows the association between RadioVLC and VLCelement classes. The VLCele-
ment class implements a Tx or Rx element on a single vehicle. The term "element" is used to
define both transmitting and receiving elements (described in sections: 2.2.1 and 2.2.2). An
element is linked to its radio identified by R. The radio class aggregates multiple instances of
different elements.
Elements are categorized by type; each element can have only one type (mode) of M :
 Receive - for receiving the component.
 Transmit - for transmitting the component.
 Unknown - not used.
VLCelement class tracks the state of the element; the state can be:
 Receiving - element is receiving a signal (message) from the field.
 Transmitting - element is transmitting a signal (message) to the field.
 Idle - element is idle and can be used.
It is a violation and impossible for an element of mode Receive to be in the state Transmitting
as well as for an element of mode Transmit to be in the state Receiving. This rule is enforced
on a PHY layer where an exception is raised if such an event occurs.
Figure 25: Element definition (Tx or Rx element)
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Element coverage is defined by its physical characteristics (Figure 25):
 starting point S
 line of sight distance L
 vision angle α
 bearing angle β
The element coverage shape is defined as a circular segment where starting point S is a circle
centre and L is the radius. Bearing β is an angle offset where absolute node bearing is a starting
angle and equals 0◦.
For implementation reasons, each element contains a linked list named Messages that contains
messages being sent or received at the current moment (in simulation time).
3.4.3. MacVLCMessage
As mentioned before, layers (classes) communicate by exchanging messages. A message
has a different structure depending on the layer where it is used. For example, a message on
the Network layer contains IP addresses, while a message on the Link layer contains MAC ad-
dresses, all according to the standards and protocols. Actual message memory size (in bytes) is
not equivalent to the number of bytes on a simulated message because Message is a Java object
and the network message is a carefully constructed array of bytes according to the standards.
MacVLCMessage class inherits the structure and implementation of the 802.11 MAC message
to maintain compatibility. However, not all elements must be used. For example, this class
supports message types:
 RTS - request to send message.
 CTS - clear to send message.
 ACK - acknowledge message.
 DATA - message containing data.
that are used in the 802.11 MAC protocol and that can be used in any MAC implementation.
A message class designed for VLC was necessary to support the addressing of elements from
which a message can be transmitted. To maintain transparency, the same mechanism is used for
the receiving element. However, usage and meaning are different: For transmitting, addressing
is done using a HashMap called ElementIDTx, containing the ID of a node and a list of assigned
element IDs. Data in this HashMap will instruct the simulator to transmit a message from a
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Table 7: ElementIDRx HashMap example
NodeID Element1 Element2 ... ElementN
0 1 2
1 2 4
3 2 6
specific node using specific elements.
On the other hand, there is a HashMap called ElementIDRx that contains the ID of a node
that has received the message from the medium (field) and the element ID (one or many) that
has actually received the message. It is imperative to note that this mechanism is not a future
protocol or any related to any standard, and it does not increase the network message size.
Actual element addressing should be done on a protocol level where it will be translated to the
mechanism described.
An example of ElementIDRx HashMap is shown on Table 7. The first row in the example
would mean that the message is received by the node with ID = 0 and it was received on
elements with ID 1 and 2. Furthermore, the same message is received by nodes 1 and 3. The
assignment of elements to a message is done using the addElementIDTx(int elementID, int
nodeID) method that uses the node ID and element ID to identify the node and appropriate
element. An actual reference for elements and the node is not used in this signature because
the caller of this method should be the MAC protocol, while the identification of nodes is done
using ID and not the Java object reference. An extra method provided is the one for removing
the assignment of node/element; the method signature is removeElementIDTx(int elementID,
int nodeID). The described assignment is done for the transmitting element. However, the
same principle is done for the receiving element where the PHY layer (VLC enhanced) calls
the method addElementIDRx(int elementID, int nodeID) that will inform the consumer of the
message (MAC) on which the element message was received.
3.4.4. Control signal
The control signal is a well-known mechanism that some MAC protocols use to define and
detect the channel state. This new feature allows the control signal broadcast that originates
from a single element. The receiving element can sense the existence of a control signal in the
medium (field). Although it is not a mandatory feature for any MAC protocol, this new feature
simply allows for the use of the control signal. It is up to a MAC protocol to manage and re-
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spond to the control signal state. In addition, the MAC protocol should limit its performance
if the control signal mechanism is used. The reason for actual performance degradation lays in
the fact that the actual control signal is created using an exclusively assigned narrow band of the
frequency spectrum. The other technique includes segmenting the spectrum in time slots, where
one slot is assigned for transmitting the control signal and the rest for the data. If a frequency-
based control signal is used, bandwidth should be reduced, and if a time-based control signal is
used, message delay should be increased.
Because the control signal transmits only one piece of information (e.g., one bit), existence or
not, it is not necessary to check for interference because the control signal is cumulative infor-
mation on a receiver. The receiver of the control signal does not value the number of control
signals set, just its existence. Because of that, interference detection is not necessary for the
control signal because interference has the probability to be destructive when there is a concur-
rent reception of large information, where large means more than one bit.
Control signal implementation was conveniently easier to implement on a PHY layer where, in
actual scenarios, the MAC sub-layer would be responsible for control signal implementation.
Nevertheless, this feature does not interfere with the validity of network simulation, considering
appropriate performance degradation implementation.
The method signature for setting the control signal is: setControlSignal(int elementID, int chan-
nelID) and it is a member of the RadioVLC class (Figure 24). There is also the overloaded
method setControlSignal(VLCelement element, int channelID). The first method uses the el-
ement ID (integer) to identify the element and is intended primarily for the MAC protocol,
whereas the other method uses a reference to the element Java object and is intended for NSE
internal use. However, it is public so it can be used by MAC as well. If the element, defined by
any of the overloaded methods, is the Receiving type, the nearest Transmitting element will be
used; this is done because the receiving elements cannot transmit any data, including the control
signal.
To retrieve the control signal state, the method getControlSignal(int elementID, int channelID)
can be used. The method returns a Boolean value - true if the control signal is present in the
medium. Otherwise, it returns false. Both set and get methods have a second parameter called
channelID which is a number defining the control signal channel. In a simple scenario, a sin-
gle control signal channelID should be a constant value. This mechanism allows for multiple
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"single-bit" control signal channels. It is imperative to note that in real network scenarios, hav-
ing multiple control channels would proportionally degrade network performance; as noted be-
fore, this performance degradation must be implemented on a MAC level. For frequency band,
the work by Triana [151] can be used to calculate performance degradation. His model proved
that, for example, the capacity of a channel that is 10 MHz wide is approximately 70 Mbps. A
simple reduction of width to 5 MHz gives an approximate channel capacity of 35 MHz. His
model proved a linear and proportional correlation between channel width and channel capac-
ity. His work was conducted on a basic IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol.
3.4.5. Pathloss
Figure 26: VLCLink pathloss
Figure 26 shows the custom pathloss class (jist.swans.field.PathLoss.VLCLink) that imple-
ments VLC pathloss for the visible channel model described in Section 2.2.3. Pathloss interface
defines one method with the signature double compute(RadioInfo srcRadio, Location srcLoca-
tion, RadioInfo dstRadio, Location dstLocation). Parameters used define the source radio (node)
and its location as well as the destination and its location. Pathloss is calculated between two
nodes. The simplification used here is that pathloss is not calculated between individual ele-
ments but between nodes itself. The reason for this simplification is to maintain the transparency
of existing NSE. The error caused by this simplification is minimal because the location used
is the middle point of the node where the element is spaced not more than 1-3 meters, which is
reasonable on a close range. On a large range, this difference is insignificant.
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Figure 27: Element coverage difference
Figure 27 shows the coverage difference between elements with different locations on a
typical VLC-equipped vehicle. The difference of position can be viewed as a narrow strip near
both edges of the circle segment. The cumulative area of those segments is calculated as:
S1 = (0, 0) S2 = (2,−0.75) S3 = (2, 0.75)
α1 = 30
◦ α2 = 30◦ α3 = 30◦
L1 = 202m L2 = 200m L3 = 200m
A1 = 3400.33pim
2 A2 = 3333.33pim
2 A3 = 3333.33pim
2
A1 − A2 = 210, 48 => 1.97%
StripArea ≈ 40m2 => 1.17%
(3.1)
The area difference between shapes 1 and 2 (or 3) equals 1.97 % and double the actual strip
area equals 2 ∗ 1.17% = 2.34% of the actual element coverage area. It can be safely concluded
that this simplification is safe and its performance is more efficient because the computation
complexity would increase by the next order of n because each node can have n elements.
Thus, the complexity of the Compute method remains O(n2) which is reduced even more by
using the hierarchical binning algorithm [129]
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Figure 28: VLC pathloss model [84]
Implementation of VLC pathloss follows work done by Komine and Nakagawa [84]. The
authors demonstrated and defined the model (Figure 28) for visible light signal propagation in
space that uses relative spatial relation between the receiver and transmitter.
3.4.6. Collision and interference detection
Interference is a physical condition in which a single receiving component (Section 2.2.2)
receives two or more concurrent signals. A signal is, in the scope of NSE, one Message object.
That is why MacVLCMessage tracks information on which elements interference occurred in
the whole network of nodes. It is up to the MAC protocol to test and respond to the occurrence
of interference.
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Figure 29: VLC radio receive message workflow
As discussed in Section 2.5.1, an important missing feature is interference detection, espe-
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cially when designing and testing the MAC protocol. Figure 29 shows a simplified computa-
tional workflow of the VLC radio reception of a single message. Interference and the collision
detection mechanism are also shown in the figure.
JiST/SWANS NSE incorporates two methods: receive and endReceive. Both have zero simula-
tion time, but the latter is executed after message transmission time. The number of concurrent
transmissions is counted in endReceive. If the cumulative power level is below the current mes-
sage power level, the message is successfully received and the other messages are dropped.
This means that interference does not necessarily mean that the message will be dropped. Only
if the message power level is below other power levels will collision occur and the message
be dropped. Collision detection considers elements and their coverage areas; because of this
modification, it is possible for a single radio to transmit different messages on each installed
element. In addition, a single radio can receive multiple concurrent and different data streams.
The use of collision and interference detection code increases simulation computation time
compared to no collision detection in the original implementation. However, this was necessary
for later stages of research such as MAC protocol performance benchmarks and analysis.
3.4.7. LOS detection
Figure 30: LOS interruption by vehicle
Figure 29 shows the computational workflow that is optimized to reduce the number of CPU
cycles used. Because collision and interference detection consumes many CPU cycles for each
transmitted message, avoiding that calculation is advisable and is done by enforcing line of sight
communication only. To detect LOS, each transmitting element should be present in the other
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vehicle receiving element coverage area. Prior to checking the intersection, a plain distance
calculation is used to verify whether vehicles are in the communication range in the first place.
After they are in range and coverages areas overlap, intersection detection is enforced. If there is
another vehicle between two nodes, LOS is interrupted and communication is not possible. The
LOS interruption detection algorithm, among other vehicles, includes participating vehicles to
support unusually placed elements like the example shown on Figure 30 where the LOS of an
element on vehicle 1 towards vehicle 2 is physically interrupted by vehicle 1’s outer shape.
If there is a clear LOS, communication is possible and the algorithm advances to collision and
interference detection.
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3.4.8. Configuration
JiST/SWANS uses an XML configuration file where the simulation parameters and config-
uration are defined. The existing configuration mechanism is very scalable and supports nu-
merous varieties of simulation types. The configuration schema is extended with VLC-specific
settings, for example, Listing 3.1 shows only the relevant fraction of the complete XML file that
is attached as Appendix 1
Listing 3.1: XML configuration file (consolidated)
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF−8"?>
<java version="1.4.2_05" class ="java .beans.XMLDecoder">
<object class =" driver . JistExperiment ">
<!−− environment −−>
<void property="pathloss ">
<int>4</int>
</void>
<!−− placement options −−>
<void property="placement">
<int>2</int>
</void>
<void property="StaticPlacementOptions ">
< string >
100,100,0,1.7,5,0,0,
s1 ,22.47,120,0.98667,0.10782,0, t ,
s2 ,22.2,60,1,0.06861,0, r ;
105.8,102.33,−90,1.7,5,0,0,
s1 ,22.47,120,0.98667,0.10782,0, t ,
s2 ,22.2,60,1,0.06861,0, r ;
</ string >
</void>
<void property="ResultsPath">
< string >../ results / ra39c5f1f−6ab1−42ea−b3c7−c612847874fc.csv</string>
</void>
<void property="nodes">
<int>2</int>
</void>
<void property=" transmitters ">
<int>2</int>
</void>
<void property="MACProtocol">
< string >MAC_802_11</string>
</void>
<void property="MeasurementMode">
<boolean>true</boolean>
</void>
</ object >
</ java>
Configuration simulation settings that are VLC related are:
 pathloss: an integer value defining the type of pathloss model: 1= Free Space, 2 =
Shadowing, 3 = Two Ray, 4= VLC pathloss.
 placement: an integer value defining the node placement strategy: 1 = Random, 2 =
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Grid, 3 = Street Random, 4 = Street Circuit.
 StaticPlacementOptions: newly added XML segment that defines static (Grid) place-
ment using a specific structure: Rx, Ry, B, w, l,∆w,∆l, S(ID), L, α, Sx, Sy, β,M [, ...]; [...; ]
where values are defined by the VLC vehicle model defined in Section 3.5
Each vehicle can have multiple elements that are defined in the XML configuration. Each
element is separated by S keyword followed by an element ID (e.g. S1). The configura-
tion file can have a multiple number of vehicles that are separated by ;
 ResultsPath: is a location of the local disk where the simulation MAC performance data
file is stored. The structure of this file is elaborated on in Section 6.1.3
 nodes: is the number of nodes in the simulation.
 transmitters: is the number of nodes that are capable of communicating. The number
of nodes and transmitters should be less than or equal to the number of nodes defined by
StaticPlacementOptions.
 MACProtocol: is a new value that defines the protocol used. In previous versions only
MAC 802.11 was used. Possible values are:MAC_802_11 for the default 802.11 MAC
protocol and MAC_VLC_V1 for the MAC for VLC prototype.
 MeasurementMode: is a Boolean value defining whether to measure MAC performance
data.
This was only a fraction of the XML settings options that are available. Some are accessible
only when a certain option is used. A more complete example can be found in Appendix 1,
which describes the simulation scenario visualized on Figure 2.
Editing of the configuration XML file can be done using the Multiple Concurrent Simula-
tions (MCS) application (described in Section 3.7)
3.5. VLC-equipped vehicle for NSE
The model of the VLC-equipped vehicle includes only a 2D object because existing JiST/SWANS
defines network nodes as single points on a 2D map. 3D would be a more accurate approxi-
mation; however, it would require more core changes to the existing NSE and more process-
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ing power. As concluded before, approximating transmitter and receiver coverage is sufficient
enough to be a single circle segment, and the vehicle is approximated as a rectangle. The model
of a vehicle used in this research is defined as touple:
( Rx, Ry, B, w, l,∆w,∆l, S {...} ) (3.2)
where:
 Rx, Ry are coordinates of the centre point of the vehicle (Radio).
 B is vehicle bearing in degrees.
 w is vehicle width in meters.
 l is vehicle length in meters.
 ∆w is vehicle uniform (random) width deviation in meters.
 ∆l is vehicle uniform (random) length deviation in meters. This and the previous value
can be zero if the generated vehicle has static dimensions.
 S {...} is a collection of elements attached (installed) on a vehicle.
The definition of a vehicle can be flexible in terms of dimension (∆w, ∆l). If simulation
scenarios require large number of different nodes, this feature is convenient where a single
definition can result in many different vehicles (by dimensions).
Each vehicle can have multiple elements, although it is common for a vehicle to have two front
transmitting elements (headlights) and two rear transmitting elements (taillights). The receiving
element is a component that is not commonly present in a modern vehicle; to simplify the model,
it can be assumed that receiving elements are attached near the transmitting elements: two in
the front and two in the back. If the receiving element is a dashboard camera, the vehicle should
have only one receiving element in the middle section of the vehicle front part. Each element is
defined as touple of its characteristics:
( S(ID), L, α, Sx, Sy, β,M ) (3.3)
where:
 S(ID) is an integer defining element ID; it should be a unique number only on a single
vehicle. e.g. An element with ID = 1 can be installed on more than one vehicle.
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 L is an element line of sight in meters.
 α is a vision angle of the element in degrees.
 Sx, Sy are offset coordinates of an element with a referent point equal to the centre of the
vehicle. It is a relative point on a node (vehicle) defined as the float value between -1 and
1 e.g. if S = (0, 0) then the element is positioned in the middle of the node (vehicle); if
S = (1, 1) then the element is positioned at the front left corner of the node. A complete
coordinate system for elements on node is shown on Figure 31.
 β is a bearing of the element on a vehicle. It is a relative value where 0◦equals vehicle
bearing (B).
 M is an element mode. It can be t for transmitting elements and r for receiving elements.
Figure 31: Node (vehicle) element location coordinates
The model used in simulations will have two headlight and two taillight elements (Tx), and
one PD in the front of the vehicle, and one in the back. According to Wu and Tsai [175], the
receiving element has a vision angle that varies between 60◦and 127◦. However, because of PD
low cost, the node design of the Rx elements can be flexible to match the cover areas of the
Tx elements. Vision length, in the context of the receiving element, is not present because it
depends on the incoming light beam; e.g., if the Tx element has enough output power to trans-
mit light that can propagate over 2 km, then PD that is 2 km apart will be able to detect that
radiation.
According to ECE standard Addendum 111 [160], the vehicle headlight high-beam pattern ex-
tends up to 150 m. The shape of the pattern is irregular, two parts shape, the larger shape has a
70◦angle.
For rear elements (taillight), ECE standard Addendums 6 and 47 [158, 157] define the element
visibility range to be a minimum of 25 m, and the vision angle to be 45◦+ 80◦where the centre
line is perpendicular to the vehicular surface, making it effectually an 80◦angle when observing
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the vehicle as a whole.
According to Europe Council Directive 96/53/EC [40], vehicle maximum width is 2.5 m and
length is 12 m. Jones created a report regarding vehicle dimensions [77]. He states that the
average length of a vehicle is 4.95 m and the average width is 1.52 m. Values vary depending
on the vehicle type, though any variation should comply with the EC Directive.
Combined with information from Section 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, the vehicle model used in this re-
search is:
(0, 0, 0, 1.7, 5, 0.6, 0.8, {(S1, 45, 70, 1,−1, 0, t),
(S2, 45, 70, 1, 1, 0, t),
(S3, 47, 80, 1, 0, 0, r),
(S4, 45, 70,−1, 1, 180, t),
(S5, 45, 70,−1,−1, 180, t),
(S6, 47, 80,−1, 0,−180, r)})
Figure 32: VLC-equipped vehicle model
A visual representation is shown on Figure 32. This model will be used later in the experi-
ment while evaluating MAC protocol performance. The graphical representation contains only
Tx Rx elements with length that is shortened four times. The reason for that is to have a clear
and readable printed image. In actual simulations, Tx Rx elements have actual length.
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3.6. VLC extended JiST/SWANS validation
The alteration of a large software system requires caution so that those alterations do not
interfere with the system’s core operations. In the case of JiST/SWANS, it is the network
simulation function. Because existing JiST/SWANS software is well tested and verified [78,
173], to validate the new JiST/SWANS version with the VLC modification it would be necessary
only to compare network simulation results using the same simulation scenarios before and after
modifications. This process is similar to the implementation validation of the MAC protocol for
wireless sensor networks in JiST/SWANS done by Tippanagoudar et al. [150].
(a) VLC scenario (b) RF omnidirectional scenario
Figure 33: Validation scenarios for VLC enhanced NSE
Figure 33 shows a graphical representation of a simple scenario that is used to verify in-
tegrity, where Figure 33b shows an omnidirectional scenario with only two nodes without ob-
stacles and within the communication range; this scenario is used prior to modifications. Al-
though modifications can support exactly the same scenario, to test all the aspects of the newly
implemented features, a VLC radio and VLC relevant scenario are used, as shown on Figure
33a. The VLC scenario uses two nodes (vehicles) where there are no obstacles and they are
within communication range.
For research purposes and validation, the VLC radio is capable of running simulations that
use the existing 802.11 protocol with no modifications as a MAC protocol. Because 802.11 does
not support VLC element addressing, the VLC radio responds by transmitting the message on
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every transmitting element installed and receiving concurrently from any receiving element in-
stalled.
The validation procedure included 58 simulations for each of two scenarios. Although a single
simulation run would be enough to verify integrity, it would be necessary to execute multi-
ple numbers of simulations to reduce random oscillations with simple average function. This
randomness is natural in actual network systems and is caused by physical EM spectrum fluc-
tuations and EM random noise in general. This phenomenon is simulated in JiST/SWANS.
Table 8: RF and VLC radio comparison on 802.11 MAC
Radio MAC Runs Nodes Messages Average PDR (%)
RF Radio 802.11 58 2 628450 88.81412
VLC Radio 802.11 58 2 628450 88.81413
0 10 20 30 40 50 60
88.811
88.812
88.813
88.814
88.815
88.816
88.817
VLC PDR
Average VLC PDR
RF PDR
Average RF PDR
Figure 34: 802.11 MAC protocol on RF and VLC radio
A summary of simulation results is shown on Table 8. Figure 34 shows a detailed graphical
representation of results where the Y-axis shows the average PDR for messages in each sim-
ulation run that are represented by the X-axis. On the same plot, average lines are shown for
each simulation configuration (VLC and RF). PDR are slightly different on each simulation run
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regardless of the configuration used; however, the average PDR for every simulation run has a
difference of less than 0.00001 %, which strongly confirms the correctness of the implemented
alterations.
3.7. Multiple Concurrent Simulations (MCS)
JiST/SWANS uses generic driver class to run a simulation using a configuration file that was
partially described before in Section 3.4.8. In the original implementation, each configuration
file describes only one simulation run. This is an issue in cases in which multiple simulation
runs are necessary.
Another issue is configuration file design. The configuration file is an XML file that is not user
friendly, meaning that the design of the file is difficult for a human to write. Among other el-
ements, the XML design process includes a simulation scenario nodes layout that is currently
defined in a complex manner; the process becomes even more complex when defining the ele-
ments layout on each node.
Because of issues identified, it was necessary to develop software that can aid in the config-
uration design process and simulation execution. The name of this software is the "Multiple
Concurrent Simulations" tool. It was developed using .Net UWP technology because it was
easier to implement graphical elements manipulation and design. MCS is a wrapper around
JiST/SWANS executable (jar) that starts simulation using a designed XML configuration file.
In case of multiple runs, MCS starts JiST/SWANS simulation in a separate thread to maximize
resource utilization and reduce total execution time.
MCS is software that is the result of research conducted at Intel - NTU connected context com-
puter2 in Taiwan. The author of MCS is also the author of this thesis.
3.7.1. MCS supported features
To solve issues identified and to enhance the design network simulation experience using
JiST/SWANS, MCS supports these features:
 Graphical user interface for static node layout. The user can design the orientation and
position of nodes (vehicles) in a network.
2http://ccc.ntu.edu.tw
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Figure 35: MCS home screen
 Export and import of a configuration file. Each configuration (simulation job) can be
exported as a .vlcjob file.
 Drag and drop of a .vlcjob file on the application will trigger the import of a job.
 Multiple simulation jobs loaded in the MCS application.
 Execution of multiple simulations using each loaded job file.
 Mouse-controlled node resizing and rotation (orientation bearing).
 Randomize is a feature that randomly generates variable number of nodes based on the
selected node.
 Duplicate selected node.
 Edit properties using property grid (pathloss, fading, results folder...) as shown on Figure
36
 Node design mode:
• Adding and removing elements on a node.
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• Duplicate selected element.
• Mouse-controlled element line of sight, vision angle, and bearing.
Figure 36: MCS scenario designer
Figure 36 shows the main network simulation scenario designer. Nodes are represented as
rectangles with information presented above the node when it is selected. The user can reposi-
tion nodes on the screen with a drag-and-drop gesture. On the left side is a list of jobs; currently
only one job is loaded. MCS supports multiple jobs that are all executed on JiST/SWANS when
the user clicks "Run".
Each node contains elements that can be designed using node editor, shown on FigureMC-
SnodeEdit. Each node can have multiple numbers of elements that can be positioned using the
drag-and-drop gesture. Each element can be individually edited (line of sight, vision angle, and
position on a vehicle).
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Figure 37: MCS node editor
3.8. Conclusion
MCS is a simple tool that accelerates the process of designing simulation scenarios for
JiST/SWANS. This software is open sourced and is under active development. The basic func-
tionality has been implemented and tested on a variety of scenarios and input settings. Testing
of MCS was a simple process that included generating multiple configuration files that were
loaded in JiST/SWANS. Testing proved that MCS design and JiST/SWANS interpretation of
that design were identical in every scenario tested.
MCS software, in the current stage of development, is sufficient for designing simulation
scenarios for the MAC protocol evaluation that will be used later on.
This section introduced changes to the core of the JiST/SWANS network simulation environ-
ment. All changes were oriented towards enabling the design and evaluation of the MAC proto-
col using new VLC technology. Caution was used when altering core features of JiST/SWANS
so as not to interfere with basic functionalities. Nevertheless, software verification was done
and proved that the new version does not produce significantly different results from the origi-
nal version that was already verified, tested, and accepted by the scientific community.
The combination of MCS and JiST/SWANS now supports the design, implementation, and test-
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ing of MAC protocols using any technology including VLC. The simple process for designing
a new MAC protocol is as follows:
1. Define the new MAC protocol characteristics.
2. Implement the MAC protocol as a Java class in JiST/SWANS.
3. Define the test simulation scenarios and conditions.
4. Design the test scenarios and conditions using MCS software.
5. Start multiple simulations and gather MAC performance results.
6. Interpret the results.
The process described above is a guideline for the rest of the research.
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4. Asymmetry in VLC vehicular networks
The nature of VLC in V2V is such that it involves certain aspects of asymmetry. This concept is
a known issue in wireless networking systems, and it is one of the reasons for the famous node
deafness issue [147]. It influences network performance and is addressed in various network
protocols (MAC).
This chapter investigates asymmetry and its effect on communication using VLC in V2V net-
works; in Section 1.2 it was recognized as one of the potential issues in VLC communication.
Also, this chapter defines different types of asymmetry in communication networks, with an em-
phasis on VLC. The chapter defines the experiment and controlled environment that test the H1
hypothesis which verifies asymmetry as an issue.
The chapter addresses questions RQ2 and subquestions defined in Section 1.3.1
4.1. Definition
In the context of data communication, asymmetry may refer to several different concepts.
Next, each of those concepts will be described and analyzed:
 Augmenting technologies: Rahaim et al. describe the use of IR or RF technology to
address back channel issues in VLC communication [126]. Back channel refers to an
issue with a nature of VLC in which the transmitting device should irradiate light to
transmit data. For example, the user is using a smartphone camera to receive data from
the LED ceiling lighting. To transmit data, the user should use the phone’s flash device
and point it towards the receiver on the ceiling. This is a relatively bad user experience
and flash light radiation may be biologically intrusive to the other biological entities in
the vicinity. Alternatively, what is proposed by Rahaim et al. and Shao et al. is to use
a different, more invisible technology to transmit user data like WiFi [137]. The use
of different technologies for uplink and downlink is called asymmetric communication
system.
 Asymmetry in gain is a known problem described in [25, 85]. It is caused by using direc-
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tional antennas in wireless communication. Directional antennas have a greater gain than
omnidirectional antennas, making them more asymmetric. Directional antenna systems
have an increased occurrence of hidden node terminal and node deafness.
 Communication capability: if two nodes are in the same communication channel and one
of them is not able to send information, only receive it, this channel is asymmetrical in
capability.
 Full duplex and half duplex: in = terms of asymmetry, a half duplex channel can be
considered asymmetrical while a full duplex channel is a symmetrical communication
channel.
Specifically, VLC in V2V can have multiple receiving and transmitting elements, that is,
multiple and separated channels, which is considered an advantage over RF. However, there are
issues with channel design, causing three possible types of asymmetry:
 Node design: The receiving coverage does not need to match the transmitting coverage
(overlap). As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, transmitters can be manufactured using differ-
ent technologies with different radiation patterns.
Figure 38: Typical headlight beam light intensity distribution [97]
Circle segment coverage approximation is good enough for this research, but the actual
Tx radiation pattern has a rather irregular shape, as shown in example (Figure 38), and
provides more asymmetry in all three spatial dimensions.
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Figure 39: Design asymmetry
Design asymmetry causes one node to "hear" information from the other side while the
other side cannot. There are many scenarios in which transmitting devices are not posi-
tioned at the same place. In the typical scenario, a vehicle has four Tx and two Rx. Figure
26 shows a detailed view of only one vehicle side (front). The figure also represents the
usual misalignment (miscoverage) of Tx and Rx. Figure 39 shows an extreme and forced
example of design asymmetry. It can be noticed that there is a deafness zone caused by
Tx/Rx misalignment.
 Node orientations: Two nodes can be positioned in such a manner that they are in possible
communication range distance. However, their orientation prevents communication. This
scenario is shown on Figure 40. When and if orientation changes, nodes could be able
to communicate again. This type of asymmetry could be minimized by installing extra
Tx/Rx components on the vehicle sides.
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Figure 40: Orientation asymmetry
 Node position: Two nodes can be positioned in such a manner that they are completely
unable to communicate due to the distance between them. This case is shown on Figure
41. Nodes will be able to communicate when and only if they come within communica-
tion range.
Figure 41: Positional asymmetry
Of all the types of asymmetry, Node design is the case that should be most investigated,
especially its impact as being the significant cause of packet drops on a MAC layer. Orientation
and positional asymmetry are rather specific to network design and organization and could be
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an issue on a routing layer of an ISO/OSI stack. In Section 1.3.2 hypothesis H1 questions
the incidence of different asymmetry types and their impact on MAC performance. This is
important for deciding whether to consider asymmetry as an important problem and if this
problem should be minimized or even solved on a MAC layer - if this solution is even possible
on a MAC layer.
4.2. Asymmetry testing simulation experiment
To verify the severity of asymmetry, a simple experiment is conducted. The node models
used in this experiment are shown on Figure 42, Figure 43, and Figure 44. The first node has
been designed to emphasize design asymmetry while the second one has design that represents
a real-case scenario as described in Section 3.5. The third node design has minimum asymmetry
on the vehicle. It is assumed that the first model will yield more packets being dropped due to
asymmetry and the third one will have minimal packets dropped due to asymmetry.
Therm packet drop in only this experiment is not strictly network related. It is customized
metric that defines that the packet is dropped when the sender and receiver do not meet the
physical condition for the packet to be transmitted. Those conditions include: distance, LOS,
SNR and Rx/Tx power input/output levels. Asymmetry-caused packet drops are caused only by
LOS and distance conditions.
Figure 42: Experiment node design 1
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Figure 43: Experiment node design 2
Figure 44: Experiment node design 3
Simulation configuration is shown on Table 9. The city map used is Suffolk in Virginia,
USA. This particular map is used in most JiST/SWANS experiments conducted by researchers,
and it has become the de-facto standard mobility map for network simulations. It has been
integrated into the simulator core code. The mobility model used is Street Random Waypoint
(STRAW), and nodes are randomly placed across the map.
For this experiment, 18 simulation runs will be executed with variable configurations. Six will
use node design 1, another six will use node design 2, and the last six will use node design 3.
Experiment simulations are to be conducted on a grid computer network at the University Com-
Figure 45: Loaded scenario with vehicles in Suffolk, USA (GUI)
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Table 9: Asymmetry detection experiment configuration
Parameter Value
Field
Map Suffolk, VA, USA
Placement Street random
Mobility model STRAW
Pathloss VLC
Number of nodes 43-53
Node
Node design
(number of nodes)
Node 1
(43)
Node design
(number of nodes)
Node 2
(49)
Node design
(number of nodes)
Node 3
(53)
Radio VLC radio
MAC protocol 802.11
Network
CBR packet size 1024 B
CBR 4096
Encryption No
Bandwidth 11000000 bps
Routing protocol AODV
Measured characteristic Custom packet drops
Simulation
Number of runs 18 (6 per design)
Single run duration
(simulation time) 1000 s
Single run duration
(estimated actual time) 5883 min
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puting Center at the University of Zagreb (srce.unizg.hr/isabella). A grid network is used be-
cause it allows for the parallel execution of simulation scenarios that are more complex.
Simulation performance is critical. Implementation of an asymmetry check is very complex and
requires many resources, thus making the simulator perform very slowly. Using simple trial and
error while executing a single simulation, it is concluded that between 43 and 53 nodes are a
reasonable amount of vehicles. One simulation run of 45 nodes lasts about 100 hours on a grid
computer network.
MAC protocol used in simulations is modified 802.11b (Section 5.1)
4.3. Results
Cumulative time of execution for all simulations is 572 hours (24 days).
Final results are shown on Table 10. For each node design, six simulation runs were exe-
cuted. Messages reached is the number of packets that reached any destination. A single
packet(message) can be dropped or received on multiple nodes in the network. R is the number
of packets received. D1 is the number of messages that were dropped due to the positional
asymmetry; D2 is the number of packets that were dropped due to orientational asymmetry;
and D3 is the number of packets that were dropped due to design asymmetry.
R% is a relative value of R related to the number of packets reached. D1% is a relative value
of D1 related to the number of packets reached. D2% is a relative value of D2 related to the
number of packets reached. D3% is a relative value of D3 related to the number of packets
reached.
Rows are color coded so that the first six rows are pink and represent the simulation runs that
used node design 1. The next six rows are yellow and use node design 2. The rest of the rows
are blue and use node design 3.
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Table 10: Asymmetry analysis results
Messages
reached R D1 D2 D3 R% D1 % D2 % D3%
33774676 638126 29647754 3259537 229259 1,8894% 87,7810% 9,6508% 0,6788%
23667420 506322 20398952 2626310 135836 2,1393% 86,1900% 11,0967% 0,5739%
23956212 431877 21470450 1954735 99150 1,8028% 89,6237% 8,1596% 0,4139%
24801672 572928 21783438 2308928 136378 2,3100% 87,8305% 9,3096% 0,5499%
23744238 475038 21090088 2045866 133246 2,0006% 88,8219% 8,6163% 0,5612%
23772630 473490 20805519 2378060 115561 1,9917% 87,5188% 10,0034% 0,4861%
32088472 568793 28266367 3081907 171405 1,7726% 88,0889% 9,6044% 0,5342%
32230032 624558 28738611 2714801 152062 1,9378% 89,1672% 8,4232% 0,4718%
30823584 581285 27364438 2756741 121120 1,8858% 88,7776% 8,9436% 0,3929%
32011008 566657 28947667 2367590 129094 1,7702% 90,4304% 7,3962% 0,4033%
31985952 644021 28277554 2945831 118546 2,0134% 88,4062% 9,2098% 0,3706%
26593680 578439 22688096 3150630 176515 2,1751% 85,3139% 11,8473% 0,6637%
34496436 396930 30948290 3057045 94171 1,1506% 89,7145% 8,8619% 0,2730%
30222296 299926 27763019 2093325 66026 0,9924% 91,8627% 6,9264% 0,2185%
25230868 245379 22668011 2238343 79135 0,9725% 89,8424% 8,8714% 0,3136%
31660564 374765 28714981 2485228 85590 1,1837% 90,6964% 7,8496% 0,2703%
33032948 425908 29371349 3121216 114475 1,2893% 88,9153% 9,4488% 0,3465%
32075732 364113 29047627 2566256 97736 1,1352% 90,5595% 8,0006% 0,3047%
4.4. Interpretation and conclusion
4.4.1. Asymmetry design affect
To confirm that a varying asymmetric node design affects the number of asymmetry-related
packet drops, Friedman’s ANOVA test is conducted on the following set of data: Values in Table
Table 11: Design asymmetry by node design
sID Node design 1 Node design 2 Node design 3
1 229259 171405 94171
2 135836 152062 66026
3 99150 121120 79135
4 136378 129094 85590
5 133246 118546 114475
6 115561 176515 97736
11 correspond to the values D3 in Table 10. sID is the simulation run ID for each simulation.
Row effect is not relevant for Friedman’s test.
"Friedman’s test is similar to classical balanced two-way ANOVA, but it tests only for col-
umn effects after adjusting for possible row effects. It does not test for row effects or interaction
effects. Friedman’s test is appropriate when columns represent treatments that are under study,
and rows represent nuisance effects (blocks) that need to be taken into account but are not of
any interest." [107]
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Source    SS   df   MS    Chi-sq   Prob>Chi-sq
----------------------------------------------
Columns    9    2   4.5     9        0.0111   
Error      3   10   0.3                       
Total     12   17                             
Friedman's ANOVA Table
Test for column effects after row effects are removed
Figure 46: Friedman’s test for asymmetry design influence
Figure 46 shows the results of the test. The value Prob>Chi-sq is 0.0111 and is a probability
value in the interval [0, 1]. Test interpretation suggests that if this probability value is small,
column treatments do have an effect on population.
In terms of this research, it can be concluded that varying node design does influence packets
being dropped due to asymmetry. However, this doesn’t prove that asymmetry is a significant
cause.
4.4.2. Asymmetry as a cause of packet drops
Table 12: Design asymmetry drop analysis
Node design µ σ
1 0,5440% 0,00081
2 0,4728% 0,00102
3 0,2878% 0,00040
Table 10 shows 18 simulation run results. The simple mean function and standard deviation
of that data, specifically of D3 measurements, is shown on Table 12. It can be noticed that
node design 2 has, significantly, a very low number of drops caused by asymmetry: 0.4728%
Furthermore, most "asymmetric" designs (node design 1) still have a very low drop rate, so it
can be safely concluded that node design asymmetry is not a significant cause of packet drops
in VLC for V2V systems.
The reason for that might lie in the fact that in a heterogeneous (nonlinear) arrangement of
nodes, asymmetry could be a more important cause of packet drops. However, traffic systems
are rather linear and the usual vehicle VLC setup simply follows that linearity. In another node
design example, in which the vehicle VLC setup is deliberately asymmetric, it is noticed that
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asymmetry has more of an effect on packet drops, proving a positive correlation between node
design and packet drops caused by asymmetry.
The experiment did prove that asymmetry is an issue and that it is present, though not in a
significant amount. Also, it can be concluded that a vehicle’s precise design has the most
significant influence on lowering packet drops caused by design asymmetry.
As for the VLC MAC protocol, it can be safely assumed that asymmetry is not an issue. Thus,
hypothesis H1 is disapproved, meaning that the MAC protocol for V2V VLC systems does not
need to address the asymmetry issue. The experiment did not address scenarios of VLC in non-
vehicular systems (not V2V or I2V/I2V), meaning that it is still possible that MAC for VLC
should address asymmetry.
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5. VLC MAC protocol design for V2V and V2I/I2V
This chapter analyzes the current implementation of referent 802.11 MAC protocols. Changes
to the referent protocol are introduced to enable interoperability with the underlying PHY layer
that has implemented the VLC-equipped vehicle radio model that was introduced in the previ-
ous chapters.
The chapter also defines the new MAC protocol specialized for V2V and V2I/I2V VLC network
systems. This protocol will be tested against the referent protocol in various experimental sce-
narios.
The chapter addresses questions RQ1 and subquestions defined in Section 1.3.1
5.1. IEEE 802.11 MAC for VLC Vehicular Radio
As a referent protocol for the final evaluation of MAC for VLC V2V networks, 802.11 MAC
will be used. 802.11 has been the basis of derivative protocols for many other technologies,
including VLC (802.15.7) and vehicular network systems (802.11p). It has been implemented
in JiST/SWANS NSE as Mac802_11.java class. Current implementation corresponds to the
802.11b standard defined by [1]. Although it has been superseded by the next version, it is
still valid and widely used in some legacy devices. 802.11b operates at 2.4 GHz at a maximum
11 Mbps throughput. The maximum range is about 50 m. Because it uses unregulated 2.4 Ghz
frequency in the EM field, it coexists with other technologies like Bluetooth, security devices,
wireless monitors and others. This causes the 802.11b Wi-Fi to be prone to interference caused
by other technologies and devices. Still, it is used mainly because of its low cost and wide
acceptance.
5.1.1. Unmodified IEEE 802.11b
"As is" implementation of the 802.11b MAC protocol in JiST/SWANS operates properly
with RF radio implemented by RadioNoiseAdditive.java. Implementation uses RTS/CTS proto-
col short messages to avoid a hidden node problem, and ACK messages to confirm transmission
reception on the other side. For collision avoidance, the protocol uses random and incremen-
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tal backoff timers (timeout mode). To refrain from transmitting while the channel is busy, the
devices using 802.11b use carrier sensing. When the channel (carrier) is busy, the device goes
into timeout mode, in which it waits a random time before it is allowed to try sending again.
802.11b also implements the Direct Sequence Spread spectrum (DSSS) and Frequency Hopping
Spread Spectrum (FHSS) spread spectrum techniques that can be used only exclusively. DSSS
uses a pseudo random noise pattern that is multiplied by the original data and Complementary
Code Keying (CCK) is used as a modulation scheme. FHSS uses a predefined sequence of
frequency bands to be used. This way, a single device spends only a fraction of the time trans-
mitting in a single frequency band, thus reducing the probability of collisions. A more advanced
version of FHSS, called Adaptive FHSS, does not use a fixed sequence of frequency bands but,
rather, a dynamic one that uses carrier sensing and avoids frequency bands that are crowded
with other devices’ transmissions.
Because of the many modifications on the Radio device for VLC, described in Section 3.4.1,
802.11b is rendered nonfunctional in terms of network protocol as well as in terms of Java
implementation.
5.1.2. VLC driven IEEE 802.11b modifications
In the experiment phase, it would be necessary to modify the current implementation of the
802.11 MAC protocol so that it can work with the VLC vehicular model. One of the significant
differences would be the spatial segmentation of the carrier space. To support that, the VLC ra-
dio supports the addressing of different Tx/Rx elements installed on the vehicle. The radio also
provides information about the design and capabilities of each element, as described in 3.4.3.
Because the referent protocol does not define the addressing of each installed element, it will
be modified so that it transmits from all installed Tx elements on a vehicle, as well as receives
from all Rx elements concurrently. There is a scenario in which different Rx elements could
receive different data streams; in this case, the modified referent protocol will receive two (or
more) concurrent data streams without collisions. In real scenarios with RF radio, the referent
protocol will be able to receive only one incoming transmission, making this modification an
advantage for the referent protocol.
The referent protocol will behave the same as in any Wi-Fi scenario and should operate prop-
erly, which has been proven by validating VLC Radio. This validation (Section 3.4.1) proved
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that:
 The modified referent protocol (802.11b) behaves like the unmodified (original) version.
 VLC radio implementation is correct in terms of network consistency and performance.
 VLC radio implementation behaves like the referent Wi-Fi radio model in scenarios with
appropriate omni-directional setup.
To maintain cross compatibility, the message structure inherits all the necessary features
for 802.11 to function properly, as described in 3.4.3. The modified referent protocol has been
implemented as Mac802_11.java in the project repository. The same protocol has been used
to verify the implementation of NSE in Section 3.6 with an emphasis on Radio VLC validity.
All the implemented modifications are minimal and preserve the essence and behavior of the
referent protocol.
5.2. VLC V2V MAC protocol
Section 2.4 provides a detailed overview of MAC protocols and different features imposed
by example protocols. When analyzing protocols and their use, there is evident cause for using
a specific protocol. Some are more energy efficient to provide connectivity for low-power de-
vices, like Bluetooth LE. Others may provide high-speed communication using powerful trans-
missions. Regardless, it is the domain that dictates the design of a protocol. For example, the
possible number of nodes may require a different approach when designing the MAC protocol.
5.2.0.1. Number of vehicles
In experiments conducted in 4.2, at the same time a parallel experiment was conducted
whose purpose was to estimate the number of vehicles visible in the usual vehicle setup. The
word visible defines true network connectivity: power thresholds, LOS, "vehicle as obstacle",
and spatial segmentation.
The results were: the average number of visible vehicles was 8.3 and the maximum number of
visible vehicles was 17 while the mode value was 7. In accordance, it is noticeable that V2V
VLC communication is highly spatially limited and the number of nodes is not large, making a
whole system small-scale communication network.
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5.2.0.2. Obsolete IEEE 802.11 features
802.11b is designed for the different environment, in the domain of VLC V2V. It imple-
ments some unnecessary features like RTS/CTS because of separated Rx and Tx channels.
Omitting those might simplify MAC for VLC in V2V networks. Carrier sensing is a feature
that allows an RF radio to test the medium for ongoing transmissions. If there is an ongoing
transmission, the radio should defer any new transmissions. In VLC scenarios, carrier sensing
does not represent an important feature because Tx and Rx elements are separated. RadioVLC
implementation always receives any transmission in the medium and MAC is aware of such
transmissions without intentional probing (carrier sensing). Unlike RF single-antenna radios,
VLC has many separated "channels" with separated Tx/Rx elements. It is capable of concur-
rent transmissions using different elements. Furthermore, RF radio is required to switch from
transmitting or receiving mode. This mode switching requires a short amount of time and is
considered in referent protocol; it is called "radio turn time". Carrier sensing is used in RF
because at the same time the node can only transmit or receive. If the medium is busy, meaning
that someone is transmitting, that someone is not able to receive. Furthermore, other nodes
are also receiving and cannot receive concurrent transmissions. Because of the different setup
and technology, it might be unnecessary to have classical carrier sensing as one present in the
referent protocol.
Because of the simplicity of the V2V systems, it may be possible that a simple protocol, inspired
by ALOHA, 802.11b, 802.11p, and 802.15.7, might be sufficient enough for VLC communica-
tion in V2V and V2I/I2V networks.
As for being part of the Data link layer and in direct contact with the PHY layer (Figure
17), MAC for VLC already has some of the features defined on a PHY layer (See: VLC Radio
in Section 3.4.1)
5.2.1. Frame structure
The 802.11b frame structure is shown on Table 13. Total header and CRC length is 34 bytes.
The frame control field has 2 bytes (8 bits) that are organized as shown on Table 14.
The current structure of the 802.11b frame contains elements that might not be necessary in
V2V communications using VLC, and yet it requires some specific elements, like addressing
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Table 13: 802.11b frame structure (bytes)
2 2 6 6 6 2 6 0 - 2312 4
Frame
Control
Duration/
ID
Address
1
Address
2
Address
3
Sequence
Control
Address
4
Frame
Body CRC
Table 14: Frame control field structure (bits)
2 2 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Protocol
Version Type Subtype To DS From DS
More
fragments Retry
Power
management
More
data WEP Order
the TX element on a vehicle.
The proposed frame structure for VLC MAC for V2V is as follows and is shown on Table 15.
All the values are expressed in bits, except for Frame Body, which is measured in bytes.
 Frame Control (10 bits) is a control element for frame, described later.
 Priority (4 bits), defines the message priority for various purposes. The highest priorities
are 14 and 15; those should be reserved for emergency services. Priority is used on a
MAC layer during queuing of messages (Section 5.2.4).
 Address 1 (48 bits) source MAC address
 Address 2 (48 bits) destination MAC address
 Tx Mask (18 bits). This field defines the mask that instructs the PHY VLC radio device
as to which Tx element message should be sent. This field has 18 bits, each for one
Tx element. This information is transmitted to the receiver because the sender can send
using Tx that is not covered by any Rx, meaning that replying to the message would be
unsuccessful and should be avoided. This decision is up to the MAC protocol and depends
on individual node design.
 Rx Mask (18 bits). This field is not transmitted but is populated on reception. It is not
included in CRC. The Rx mask has 18 bits, each bit for one Rx element. When a message
is being received, the receiving Rx bit is set to 1. This way, the MAC protocol is aware of
Table 15: Frame structure for VLC MAC in V2V (bits)
10 4 48 48 18 18 0 - 2313 B 32
Frame
Control Priority
Address
1
Address
2
Tx
Mask
Rx
Mask
Frame
Body CRC
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Table 16: Frame control field in frame structure (Table 15) (bits)
4 4 1 1
Protocol
Version
Frame
Type Retransmission Encryption
which Rx received the message. Tx and Rx masks have only 18 bits, meaning that there
can be only 18 Rx and 18 Tx elements on a vehicle. In the future, it might be necessary
to expand this field.
 Frame body (0-2313 B) is a data payload element of frame structure.
 CRC (32 bits) is a frame cyclic redundancy check element that secures data consistency
and the correctness of frame transmission.
Frame Control structure is shown on Table 16 and has following structure:
 Protocol version (4 bits). For now, the version is set to 0000. This proposal supports up
to 16 protocol versions.
 Frame type (4 bits). Depending on use, this field defines types of frame. In the referent
protocol this field defines the control, management, or data frame type with all subtypes.
This field will be used the same way it is used in the referent protocol.
 Retransmission (1 bit). This field is used to indicate whether a frame is a retransmission
(set to 1) or not (set to 0). Retransmissions are usually used when a message is not
received properly, the reason for that being that the link is usually poor quality. This field
will be used the same way it is used in the referent protocol.
 Encryption (1 bit). This field is used to indicate whether payload data is encrypted (set
to 1) or not (set to 0).
The total frame size is 160 bits = 20 bytes. For reference, the frame size of 802.11b is 34
bytes. A reduced header size may have an influence on MAC protocol performance; however,
by dropping fields, some features would not be present on the VLC MAC for V2V. Nevertheless,
performance will be evaluated in Chapter 6.
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Figure 47: Vehicle model with labeled Tx/Rx elements
Table 17: Example Rx mask
ID 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
isUsed? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
5.2.2. Addressing
To maintain ISO/OSI compatibility, VLC MAC for V2V will adopt MAC addressing. Each
node (vehicle) has a unique 48-bit MAC address, thus defining the maximum number of MAC
addresses to be 248 = 281474976710656 addresses. Aside from node addressing, the protocol
supports the addressing of an individual Tx element for transmitting. Addressing is done in the
form of bit-mask. This mask has a length of 18 bits. It might be possible to use MAC addressing
for single Tx/Rx element, meaning that each Tx/Rx element has it’s own unique address. At
first, it may appear as an elegant solution, however, even today vehicles have LCD matrix lights
that tend to have increasing resoulution. This advancement in technology increases number of
Tx elements to several millions and MAC address space simply could not accommodate such
scenarios. Addressing is an issue for future researchers; as for now, internal 18 bit addressing
is sufficient enough.
The vehicle model used is shown on Figure 32. The current model uses four Tx and two Rx
elements, meaning that an 18-bit mask will be sufficient. The same vehicle is shown on Figure
47 with Tx and Rx elements labeled with an ID. An example mask for receiving only on the front
Rx is shown on Table 17 Another example is shown on Table 18, where the vehicle transmits
data using all available Tx elements.
In this research, the numbering of Tx/Rx elements is unique regardless of the element type.
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Table 18: Example Tx mask
ID 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
isUsed? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1
However, NSE allows the same element ID to be used, though in different types: Tx or Rx.
5.2.3. Control channel
The control channel is a mechanism that uses the Control signal concept defined in Section
3.4.4. Because of the segmental and spatial fragmentation nature of the channel, it would be
necessary to provide a mechanism to manage the hidden node issue. Having a single bit control
channel might be sufficient.
Some MAC protocols, especially in wireless sensor networks, use a control channel as analyzed
by Cormio and Chowdhury [30]. With a control channel, it would not be necessary to implement
the RTS/CTS mechanism as in the referent protocol, thus reducing message delay.
Control signal should be used based on a node design. As the VLC MAC for V2V protocol is
aware of node design and configuration, it should not pose as an issue. Use of a control channel
should follow these rules:
1. If the node (vehicle) is about to transmit from the Tx check control signal on the closest
Rx with similar coverage. If the signal is set, refrain from transmission.
2. If the node is receiving data on Rx, set the control signal on the closest Tx. This way, the
node informs other participants that it has an ongoing transmission in progress.
The control signal is a small-width frequency band that carries single-bit information. When the
signal is present, the node is receiving data. Interference and collisions on the control channel
are not relevant because the node inspects only the presence (or lack of presence) of the signal
in the control channel.
5.2.4. Queue messages
The VLC MAC for V2V protocol should queue messages when they cannot be transmitted.
A message should be queued when:
 The control signal is set.
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 There is already an ongoing transmission on an assigned Tx element.
The queue is always sorted by message priority. When a new message is added to the queue,
all current queued messages will have their priority increased by one. Using this algorithm, the
queue mechanism becomes ipso facto hybrid priority/FIFO queue.
After the message is queued, the node goes to the internal backoff state that is calculated like
this:
 If there is an ongoing transmission, get the soonest time of the end of the transmission
(X).
 If there is no ongoing transmission, the message was probably queued because the control
signal is set. For each such step, calculate time (X) as 1 ms multiplied by the number of
steps.
 Delay (sleep) for X time; after that, try sending the first message that is on top of the
queue. If this is not possible, repeat the whole procedure again.
When the message is dequeued from top, it is analyzed again. If it cannot be sent in the new
iteration, its priority is increased and it is put back into the queue. To avoid possible deadlock,
the protocol should select the next message in the queue and try sending it, doing the same until
the whole queue is tested.
There is a specific scenaris while sending/queuing messages: For example: if a message has
assigned Tx elements 1 and 2, and only 2 is idle and able to transmit, in this case MAC can
choose between the following queuing strategies:
1. Unreliable mode: send the message on any Tx available, e.g., send using Tx element 2
and ignore sending on 1 if 1 is not idle.
2. Concurrent mode: wait while all assigned Tx elements are available by queuing the
message.
3. Reliable mode: send the message immediately on Tx element 2, and duplicate and en-
queue a message with only Tx 1 element assigned.
Queuing strategies are scaffolded in VLC MAC source code for easier experimentation in future
research. As for now the current implementation of VLC MAC for V2V implements and will
use Concurrent mode only.
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5.2.4.1. Deadlock prevention
Because MAC protocol implementation is perfectly precise, in some static scenarios it is
possible that nodes enter some sort of deadlock. If the control signal is set, the nodes go into
"sleep" mode, refraining from sending and en-queuing the message. At the same time other
nodes gain access to the medium and when sleeping node wakes up the channel is still busy and
goes to sleep again. And this can last forever and make network inoperable.
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Because there is no synchronization or NAV, in VLC MAC the node that is waiting for a
message to be sent waits a random time between 1 µs and 10 µs. When the node sends a
message, it waits for propagation and a random delay between 10 µs and 20 µs. A random delay
on a sending node creates a window during which other waiting nodes can start transmission,
thus avoiding the infinite queuing of single message. During the development phase, those
various delays were tested and the present ones were selected as having the best performance
on the final message transmission average delay. Furthermore, selected delays correspond to
the referent protocol, which also uses interframe delay. In the case of DSSS it is fixed to 10 µs
and in the case of FHSS it is fixed to 28 µs.
5.2.5. Encryption
The frame control structure (Table 16) defines the bit value that informs the receiving MAC
protocol that Frame Body is encrypted and that it should be decrypted before relaying to the
upper layer. The encryption mechanism is implemented as a static Encryptor.java class that
contains two public methods Encrypt and Decrypt. Those methods are used at the MAC entry
point when the message is encrypted, and at the MAC exit point when the message is decrypted.
Encryption and decryption use the Java implemantation of 128 bit AES algorithm. According
to [31] and [144], encryption/description speed depends on the type of hardware. Average
asymmetric encryption is slightly slower (190µs) than decryption (120µs). Both delays are
implemented as encryption processing delay using equations 5.1 and 5.2. Encryption processing
delay is added to the total message transmission delay (in simulation time units).
de =
S(m)
S(M)
∗ 190µs (5.1)
dd =
S(m)
S(M)
∗ 120µs (5.2)
where:
S(m) size of message
S(M) maximum message size
de encryption delay
dd decryption delay
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The maximum encryption processing delay is 190µs and is just a fraction of the total mes-
sage delay that is measured in the next order of values. Nevertheless, it is implemented in the
simulator on a MAC layer to preserve the correctness and validity of the actual protocol. The
use of encryption in simulations can be controlled by the field UseEncryption in the JobConfig-
urator class.
5.2.6. Tx element selection
The VLC radio model and messages frame structure allows for the individual addressing of
Tx elements installed on a vehicle. By addressing a specific element, the MAC protocol can
have multiple numbers of concurrent transmissions.
At the same time, the VLC radio populates the Rx mask in the message frame structure identi-
fying which element has received the message.
Because the node design is known, the protocol can use that information as a leverage when
deciding which Tx element to use when transmitting a message. Also, the receiving node
knows which Tx elements were used when the message was sent. Because the model of the
VLC equipped vehicle has minimal asymmetry, avoiding sending a message due to asymmetry
would be unnecessary. In the case of a different design, the MAC protocol can refrain from
sending a message to the node that does not have the appropriate Rx element installed to match
the sending Tx element.
The VLC MAC protocol for V2V will keep track of all the messages received in the form of a
history log. The message is added to the history log when it is received.
All this information: Node design, used Rx elements, and history log is used in the Tx selection
mechanism: e.g., node A sends message X to node B.
1. In the history log, find the received message Y that originated from node B not older than
5 ms.
2. Retrieve the Rx element used to receive message Y.
3. Using the known VLC radio model, retrieve the node A Tx elements that correspond to
the Rx element retrieved.
4. Assign the retrieved Tx elements on a message X as a Tx mask.
A 5 ms message age limitation is required so as not to use messages that are too old. Value was
selected during an empirical analysis of experimental data. An old message could have false in-
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formation caused by vehicle movement. A vehicle driving 60 km/h in 5 ms will travel 0.0834 m,
which is a relatively small distance that doesn’t change network configuration significantly. Of
course, this distance changes with speed. At higher speeds, vehicles should maintain a longer
distance. Because of that, the network configuration remains mostly unchanged during a short
time span.
To summarize, the Tx element selection procedure follows a simple assumption: If the node was
heard before on a specific Rx, try sending it in the same direction again using the appropriate
Tx elements.
5.2.7. Interference detection
VLC radio provides detailed information about the collision and interference that has oc-
curred on a specific Rx element. In the case of interference, the VLC radio will discard any
invalid incoming data, and it will not be propagated to the MAC layer in the first place.
An interference event is raised when the node has concurrent transmissions on the same Rx.
Not every collision is destructive; if one signal is stronger than the cumulative powers of other
signals, the message can be received using the first signal (additive noise model). The rest of
the signals/transmissions experience interference and should be discarded.
The most probable reason for such events is positional asymmetry (described in 4)). In regular,
omnidirectional networks, collisions occur in, for example, cases of hidden nodes. However,
having a control channel should circumvent that issue in V2V VLC systems.
In case of interference, the VLC MAC protocol for V2V should identify the Tx elements
that transmit in the same direction as the Rx element that experienced interference. The priority
of the message that is being transmitted should be decreased and the message should be put
to the queue as a retransmission. In this scenario message is identified by internal reference
(Java). This reference is not part of header information but rather resides as implemenation on
single node. This mechanism should lower the frequency of transmissions, allowing time for
a channel to recover from the interference. The message is being retransmitted and it is up to
the network layer (Figure 17) to reassemble the message and to ignore any duplicates caused
by retransmissions. For any message, due to interference, retransmission should happen only
once, regardless of how many Tx elements are being used.
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5.2.8. Diagram
All the concepts previously described are shown on Figure 48 in the form of a workflow
diagram. The diagram starts with a MAC event; it can be receiving or sending a message,
interference, and timer resuming. The VLC MAC protocol for V2V and V2I/I2V uses timers
that are JiST concepts used to schedule an event in the future. In this MAC implementation, the
timer event that is scheduled is dequeuing a message from the queue after queue time.
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Figure 48: VLC MAC protocol for V2V and V2I/I2V workflow
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5.2.9. Overview
The VLC MAC protocol for V2V uses the known concept of control channel to verify
whether or not it should transmit. If the node is receiving but not transmitting, there is possible
case of a hidden node issue. To handle such scenarios, each node should set a control signal on
the Tx elements that cover the Rx elements that are receiving data.
To determine which Tx element to use when sending a message, the protocol uses a historical
data log. When the destination is set, the protocol should send using the Tx elements that face
the same orientation as the Rx elements that received data from the destination in the past. This
information has a short lifespan, preventing a situation in which positions significantly change
so there is no LOS between source and destination anymore.
Interference detection is tied with PHY, where the VLC radio device notifies the MAC protocol
of such an event. Not every interference is destructive, meaning that messages can be received
regardless of interference incidence. The VLC radio manages such events and the MAC layer is
not even aware that the message is received while being interfered because it is not relevant for
the MAC protocol. However, there are cases of destructive interference in which the message is
not received. In such cases, an event is raised informing the MAC protocol about which Rx ele-
ment interference occurred. With such a mechanism, the protocol allows some time and checks
the channel state again. Because of mobility, the state of the channel will change, allowing the
message to be sent again. Also, the same conditions apply on a control channel where this back
off period allows conditions to change. It is possible that the VLC MAC protocol for V2V never
receives a message, making it unreliable. The unreliable nature of the protocol is caused by the
channel design and linearity, meaning that two vehicles driving parallel on the same road will
never share the same medium. It is up to the network layer to define the appropriate route in
such cases. The transport layer should manage the reliability of messages in cases in which the
VLC MAC protocol for V2V fails due to the dynamic nature of vehicle positions, linearity, and
orientations.
The VLC MAC protocol for V2V does not provide for the correct ordering of messages received
because it uses a smart queuing system in which messages are ordered by priority. Messages
that are queued have a floating priority that changes when a new message is being enqueued
and/or retransmission occurs.
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Working implementation of the VLC MAC protocol for V2V is implemented as a MacVLCV1.java
class. During development, it was tested on small-scale simulation scenarios like 2 nodes single
hop environments with low CBR and small packet sizes. Small-scale simulation scenarios were
used because of development equipment performance.
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6. Simulation experiment
This chapter describes the main simulation experiment. The precise parameters and plan are
defined to benchmark and validate the previously defined VLC MAC protocol for V2V and
V2I/I2V against the referent protocol. The set of metrics is defined and the metrics data collec-
tion mechanism is presented and validated. Scenarios are divided into two major groups: static
and mobile. When designing experiment scenarios, typical situations in networks and in traffic
are reproduced. After data is gathered, it is analyzed, interpreted and presented graphically.
Results have an implication on the testing of the H2 hypothesis.
The chapter addresses questions RQ1 and the subquestions defined in Section 1.3.1
6.1. Metrics
To compare two or more implementations of different MAC protocol, there must be appro-
priate metrics and a mechanism that collects data defined by a metric. As stated before (3),
the selected NSE does not have an appropriate implementation for the design, simulation, and
evaluation of MAC protocols.
6.1.1. Definition of metrics
MAC protocol behavior has some measurable characteristics that can be interpreted as the
MAC protocol quality. Throughout the scientific community, various characteristics have been
measured. According to Tzeng and Chen, "Performance is measured in terms of drop rate and
mean delay" [155]. Ahmed defines metrics: Packet Deliver Ratio (PDR) and Mean Packet La-
tency [4]. Guerra et al. define packet success ratio as the fraction of all transmitted packets that
successfully reach their destination [51]. Han et al. state that "packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) is
used as a metric for evaluating the reliability related to packet transmission and reception" [55].
It can be summarized that:
 PDR
 Average packet latency
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are legitimate MAC performance metrics.
PDR is defined as the ratio between the received messages by the destination and the generated
packets by the source. In case of broadcast, PDR has an inconclusive meaning, NSE does not
know to which destination a package should be delivered. There might be a scenario in which
broadcasts would be analyzed in the context of the local node area. However, such calculations
are highly CPU intensive and very disadvantageous towards the VLC MAC protocol for V2V
because an 802.11 Wi-Fi device has omnidirectional coverage with a truly local context whereas
VLC technology has a highly segmented channel space. Because of that, PDR should be cal-
culated only in cases in which the destination is set, providing that the routing layer defines the
correct route and addressing.
PDR for measuring the performance of the VLC MAC protocol for V2V is calculated as fol-
lows:
PDR =
Mr
Ms
(6.1)
where:
Mr is the number of messages successfully received
Ms is the number of sent messages
Average packet latency is calculated as follows:
∀m ∈M, li = mr −ms
d = l¯, l = [l1, l2, l3, ..., li]
(6.2)
where:
M is the set of all messages generated
m is an individual message
l is message latency
mr is the time when the message was received by the MAC layer at the destination node
ms is the time when the message was passed to the MAC layer
d is average packet latency
When calculating average latency, only successfully received messages are considered. Dropped
messages are discarded from latency calculations because they never had a receiving time. PDR
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is the appropriate metric to handle dropped messages and their effect on performance. Messages
that do not contain information, for example RSC/CTS messages in IEEE802.11 are not con-
sidered in time measurements.
In terms of MAC protocol metrics, PDR is a value between 0 and 1. A perfect MAC protocol
has a PDR value equal to 1, meaning that no messages have been dropped. In real-case scenar-
ios, this rarely happens. Average packet latency is a metric that tells us how long it takes for a
message to be sent from the entry point at the MAC layer on one node to the exit point at the
MAC layer on another node. Latency is the appropriate metric because it includes all delays
present on a node, including transmission delay in the channel and MAC processing delay, mes-
sage queuing, etc. Latency has many independent variables that are not controlled by the MAC
protocol itself. When applied to a large set of measurements, the effect of those independent
variables is minimized by the average function. One of these is the speed of transmission and
delay caused by EM wave propagation fluctuations in the channel.
Throughput as a metric is defined as a fraction of channel capacity used for data transmissions.
It can be expressed as a number(fraction) or as absolute value in same units as channel capacity,
e.g. bps. If expressed as a fraction then it tells what percentage of possible capacity is used to
transmit valuable information. Theoretically it is not possible to have single hop channel that
has throughput equal to 1. Single data stream without headers and error checking could achieve
throughput, however it is not useful in network communications. Throughput is calculated as
µ =
M
C · T (6.3)
where:
 µ is throughput as a fraction between 0 and 1.
 M is message size in bits.
 C is channel capacity in bps.
 T is time in seconds required to send message throughout the network.
Throughput is a derivative metric that is very convenient to express performance of MAC pro-
tocol. It can be calculated on single message or total experiment duration. Because being
derivative and not fundamental throughput is only calculated in last simulation experiment.
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6.1.2. Randomness in NSE
In Section 3.6, randomness was recognized as a natural occurrence caused by EM noise
fluctuations; also, in the referent protocol there is a random backoff time. NSE has a single
point (class) as a random number generator. To minimize the effect of randomness, this random
generator, in measurements mode, generates non-random numbers. This feature is used only
in the metrics measurements mode that is activated by setting MeasurementMode to true in the
input XML configuration file. By using measurement mode, NSE provides an experimental en-
vironment that is suitable for measurements when using different MAC implementations on the
same scenarios. In simulations that use mobility, MeasurementMode has no effect and vehicles
move truly on random destinations as configured.
NSE and MCS support random vehicle dimensions using base dimensions and a difference that
is randomly chosen. In MeasurementMode, all vehicles have the same size.
When generating data traffic, NSE randomly assigns sources and destinations. In Measure-
mentMode source and destination nodes are assigned using the assignment function d, which
retrieves the node destination ID for given parameters:
d(s,N) = N − s− 1 (6.4)
where:
s is source id
N is total number of nodes
6.1.3. Implementation in NSE
The MAC performance metrics system is not present in the latest implementation of NSE. To
perform the MAC protocol evaluation using metrics, it is necessary to gather data. Necessary
data is: message send and message receive times, as well as the existence (or absence) of a
message on the destination node. NSE stores times inside of a NetMessage object. NetMessage
is a data container on a Network layer, an upper layer of the Data link layer that contains
the MAC protocol. The reason why NetMessage is used is to isolate any influence of MAC
layer implementation on measurements. Figure 49 shows the class diagram of the TimeEntry
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Figure 49: TimeEntry class and usage in NetMesasge class
class and how it is used in the NetMessage.IP class. TimeEntry contains a static collection
of all NetMessages in the current simulation. When NetMessage is created, it is added to
the collection. Each instance of NetMessage.IP subclass has one TimeEntry collection that
contains specific time measurements related to the specific message. Aside from the actual time
measurement, sole entry existence contains valuable information that was used when designing
the VLC MAC protocol for V2V and V2I/I2V. Throughout the network stack time is measured
at specific locations and events. Each measurement is identified by a TimeID property that can
have these values:
 0 - when and if the message is created
 1 - when and if the message is passed to the MAC layer.
 11 - when and if the message can be sent, after checking whether the element is idle and
control signal states.
 12 - when and if the message is added to the queue.
 13 - when and if the message is at a MAC layer and has specific destination.
 14 - when and if the message is at a NET layer and has a specific destination (after net
delay).
 2 - when and if the message is relayed by the MAC layer to the underlying layer (transmit
before check).
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 21 - when and if the message is relayed by the MAC layer to the underlying layer (transmit
after check).
 250 - when radio RadioVLC received the message on the other side (without physical
checking done).
 251 - when radio RadioVLC received the message on the other side and it is physically
ok but before propagation delay.
 252 - when and if radio RadioVLC received the message on the other side and after
propagation time and interference check, just before relaying to the MAC layer.
 3 - when and if the MAC layer received the message.
 31 - when and if the MAC layer received the message and if the message is on the desired
destination.
 4 - when and if the MAC layer relayed the message to the upper layer (NET).
 41 - when and if the message is not dropped on a NET layer.
 5 - when and if the MAC layer relayed the received message to the upper layer and the
message is on the desired network destination.
 6 - when and if the message has passed ifForMe(...) check on a NET layer.
 70 - when and if the message is on the PHY (radioVLC) layer and on the desired destina-
tion (evaluated after timeID=251)
 81 - when and if the message is dropped on a PHY layer due to asymmetry (global posi-
tion, usually range)
 82 - when and if the message is dropped on a PHY layer due to asymmetry (positional)
 84 - when and if the message is dropped on a PHY layer due to asymmetry (design)
 90 - when and if the message is dropped because of interference
 92 - when and if the message is dropped because of transmit fail
 93 - when and if the message is dropped because of receive fail
Times: 90, 92, 93 correspond to the event provided by RadioVLC for the MAC layer that was
described earlier.
Times: 81, 82, 84 were used when analyzing the influence of asymmetry. Those time measure-
ments are not taken in this experiment because asymmetry analysis is very CPU intensive and
those values are irrelevant for MAC protocol design and performance measurements.
During a message life-cycle it is not necessary and is not the case that all the times are taken at
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least once. Furthermore, it is possible that a single message has more than one measurement for
the same TimeID. An example is broadcast messages in which a single message can be received
by more than one node. Each receiving node would create one TimeEntry when the message is
received.
Figure 36 shows that NSE can, for a single simulation, define the Results folder. In that folder,
NSE generates data of all the messages and all the TimeEntry objects assigned to each message.
Data is exported as a CSV file. Because of multiple times per single TimeID, results cannot be
expressed as a simple 2D table. A more appropriate format would be a 3D table that would be
difficult to display on a 2D surface. Because of that, a hybrid method is used in which each
value has a TimeID descriptor.
Table 19: NSE-generated data sample
ID Source Destination Time 1 Time 2 Time 3 ...
0 0.0.0.1 0.0.0.2 0 - 60000000000 1 - 60009950232 11 - 60009950232
1 0.0.0.1 ANY 0 - 60250050000 1 - 60251028852 11 - 60251028852
An excerpt of such a file is shown on Table 19. The first column is the message unique ID.
The second column is the IP address of a node that is the message source. The third column
is also an IP address but of the destination node. This address can be ANY if the message is
defined as broadcast. The rest of the columns are individual time entries. The prefix of each
value is TimeID followed by a dash and the time value in nanoseconds; the format of this value
is: TimeID - Time.
To calculate PDR, using the formula 6.1 variables are: Mr is the number of Time entries
with TimeID equal to 31 and Ms is the number of Time entries with TimeID equal to 13. Both
variables are measured at boundaries of the MAC layer that are in direct contact with the NET
layer (send and receive methods).
To calculate average latency, using the formula 6.2, the value for mr is the actual recorded time
of Time Entry with TimeID equal to 31 and ms the actual recorded time of Time Entry with
TimeID equal to 1. After all time entries are summed up, average latency is calculated for all
non-broadcast and non-dropped packages.
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6.1.3.1. Verification of metrics measurements system
To verify the correctness of the metrics measurements system, a secondary simulation ex-
periment is conducted. Because NSE is designed to perfectly simulate true network conditions,
it is impossible to control network conditions that will result in a specific drop rate that will
reflect on a PDR. Because of that, it was necessary to implement Pseudo-random message de-
structor on a Field level. This feature will destroy random messages based on a setting defined
by the environment. Most messages are dropped because of various physical characteristics
that occur in the medium. Medium transmission capabilities are implemented in a Field class.
Because of that, message destruction should occur in the field and not on PHY or MAC levels.
Pseudo-random message destructor
In class JobConfigurator.java there are static configuration values that define the behavior of
this feature:
 DoRandomDrops is a Boolean value that turns on or off the Pseudo-random message
destructor.
 RandomDropRate is a float value that defines the probability that a message will be
destroyed. The value should be in the interval 0.0 to 1.0 where 0 means no message will
be destroyed and 1 means all messages will be destroyed.
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Figure 50: Metrics verification test scenario 1
Figure 51: Metrics verification test scenario 2
To verify Metrics measurements system the simulation experiment scenario used is shown
on Figure 50. The scenario has two nodes that do not have LOS connectivity; thus, all sent
messages should be dropped and PDR should be 0. Second, the simulation experiment scenario
is shown on Figure 51. It is a simple scenario with only two vehicles equipped with VLC
technology (according to the previously defined model). Vehicles are perfectly aligned with
clear LOS. The MAC protocol used is the referent 802.11b protocol. This scenario uses Pseudo-
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random message destructor with varying probabilities: from 0 to 1 with incrementing steps
of 0.1. The simulation job configuration file is attached as Appendix 1.
6.1.3.2. Results of metrics measurements system verification
After running simulation scenarios 1 and 2, the results are:
Scenario 1
The simulation scenario is executed for 10 iterations. All measured PDR values were equal to
0, which confirms the correctness of the metrics system in non-LOS scenarios.
Scenario 2 For each incrementing step, one simulation is executed using scenario 2. Results
are shown on Figure 52. It can be noticed that the measured PDR corresponds to the expected
PDR caused by Pseudo-random message destructor. If no message is destroyed, PDR is equal
to 1, meaning that all messages are delivered in clear LOS scenarios.
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Figure 52: Metrics measurement system verification results
Average delay
When analyzing average delay, it complies with works done by Carvalho et al., Youm et al., and
Vardakas et al. in which they analyzed the performance of the referent 802.11 MAC protocol
in various conditions and experiments [17, 181, 164]. Among many scenarios, considered were
only simple scenarios with single hop arrangements that had a low number of nodes. It is diffi-
cult to recreate the exact experimental setup because the purpose of those works was not to de-
fine simulation environments but rather to analyze network performance in various conditions.
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Simulated and experimental average packet delay ranges between 0.001 and 0.025 seconds.
This variation is caused by many parameters used in different simulations and experiments.
Aside from layout, experiments had different CBR, bandwidth, and packet size.
Simulating Scenario 2 with exact parameters, as the authors did in their experiment, resulted
in similar average delays ranging between 0.0014 and 0.029 seconds. Again, 10 simulation runs
were conducted. Although the results are slightly different, variations in parameters result in the
same variations in previous experiments conducted by other authors. Also, slight differences
are caused by unknown durations, an unknown number of messages and an unknown spatial
layout of network nodes.
6.2. Experiment setup
In this section, the procedure and setup of the simulation experiment is presented. The
purpose of these simulation experiments is to measure and evaluate the performances of MAC
protocol implementations defined in 5.1 and 5.2. Metrics for such evaluations are defined in the
previous section.
Each implementation will use the same experiment parameters and measurement mode (de-
scribed in 6.1.2) while being simulated.
Experiment simulations are to be conducted on a grid computer network at the University Com-
puting Center at the University of Zagreb1. A computer grid is used because it allows for the
parallel execution of large-scale and complex simulation scenarios.
Complexity, in the scope of this experiment, is defined by the number of vehicles, their positions
and orientations, the simulation duration, and the level of mobility. The direction of complex-
ity increase goes towards an increase in vehicle numbers, simulation duration. Furthermore,
more complex scenarios will include vehicular mobility and random vehicle positioning and
orientations.
6.2.1. Simulation scenarios
The experiment setup is organized as various Simulation scenarios that define a set of envi-
ronmental and network conditions, vehicle dimensions and positions for each simulation exper-
iment run. Each vehicle has assigned VLC equipment (Tx/Rx) according to the model defined
1www.srce.unizg.hr/isabella
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in Section 3.5 and shown on Figure 32.
The experiment will include three types of simulation scenarios:
 Static environment: This type will have several simulation scenarios, each depicting specific
network empirical conditions. For example: Hidden node terminal is a well-known problem
in networking and will certainly represent one static simulation scenario, where others might
focus on more realistic conditions (vehicle positions) that may occur in traffic.
 Random environment: This type should result in simulation scenarios with random vehicle
layout in a free space grid.
 Real-world environment: This type will include simulation scenarios that are defined using
a spatial map of Suffolk, Virginia, USA.
Although the VLC MAC protocol for V2V and V2I/I2V covers infrastructure, a single infras-
tructure node can be considered a static mobile node (vehicle). An infrastructure element, like
a traffic light, should not have different physical and communication capabilities. Furthermore,
static (infrastructure) nodes can have better coverage because they can be designed and pro-
duced individually. In communication networks, a more capable device does not create a bottle
neck for network performance; even more, it may augment and improve it. In this experiment,
a single node and its movement and behavior are bottle necks for network performance.
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6.2.1.1. Static environment
The static environment contains six different scenarios. Each of those differs in number of
nodes and placement. Simulation experiment parameters are common for all static scenarios
and are shown on Table 20. In the table, all parameters are the same for all scenarios except
parameter Number of nodes, which is a variable depending on the actual scenario node number.
Table 20: Simulation experiment parameters - Static scenarios
Parameter MAC protocol 1 MAC protocol 2
Field
Map Open space Open space
Placement Static Static
Mobility model Static Static
Pathloss VLC VLC
Number of nodes 2-12 2-12
Node
Node design Node1 Node1
Radio VLC radio VLC radio
MAC protocol VLC MAC 802.11
Network
CBR packet size 1024 B 1024 B
CBR 2048 2048
Encryption No No
Bandwidth 10000000 bps 11000000 bps
Routing protocol AODV AODV
Simulation
Number of runs 10 10
Single run duration
(simulation time)
1000 s 1000 s
Single run duration
(estimated actual time)
49 min 45 min
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Two nodes
This scenario is shown on Figure 53. The scenario contains two nodes with clear LOS. It is
expected that all simulation runs will result in near 100 % PDR regardless of the protocol used.
Figure 53: Two nodes
Hidden node
This scenario is shown on Figure 54. The scenario contains three nodes, where node 3 has
clear LOS with nodes 1 and 2. However, nodes 1 and 2 do not have clear LOS and are not
able to communicate directly. Furthermore, nodes 1 and 2 are not aware of each other and of
whether there is an ongoing transmission between 1 and 3 or 1 and 2. This is a known problem
in a computer networking called hidden terminal [53]. Nodes 1 and 2 can cause transmission
interference and collision on node 3 if they transmit at the same time.
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Figure 54: Hidden node
Four nodes
This scenario is shown on Figure 55. It consists of four nodes aligned in a rectangle vertex.
Also, this scenario has two hidden terminals (nodes). It represents a typical vehicle position on
a double lane road.
Figure 55: Four nodes
Nine nodes
This scenario is shown on Figure 56. It consists of nine nodes aligned in a grid. Also, this
scenario has multiple hidden terminals (nodes). This scenario also depicts situations in which
one vehicle obstructs LOS between other two vehicles; for example, LOS between nodes 1 and
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7 is obstructed by node 4. This scenario represents typical vehicle positions on a triple lane
road.
Figure 56: Nine nodes
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Twelve nodes
This scenario is shown on Figure 57. It consists of nine nodes aligned in a grid and three
nodes that converge to the three-by-four grid. This scenario inherits the previous scenario’s
complexity and represents typical vehicle positions on a triple lane road with a joining fourth
lane.
Figure 57: Twelve nodes - lane join
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Crossroads
This scenario is shown on Figure 58. It consists of eight nodes. This scenario represents
the typical situation at a crossroads (traffic light) where two double lane roads cross with each
other.
Figure 58: Crossroads
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Roundabout
This scenario is shown on Figure 59. It consists of eight nodes aligned on a single circum-
ference. This scenario represents the typical situation at a roundabout with a maximum capacity
of vehicles.
Figure 59: Roundabout
This concludes the definition of static scenarios. There are many other situations that are
more complex with respect to the placement and number of vehicles. However, in 2D envi-
ronments, each complex situation can be simplified to any of the static scenarios presented
previously.
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6.2.1.2. Random environment
The random environment will use three scenarios with 11 vehicles positioned randomly
using the MCS randomize feature. The number of vehicles is selected based on current MCS
running environment limitations. Random generation of nodes is heavy on resources. This
number is still larger than 8.3, the average number of visible vehicles, defined by the experiment
in Section 5.2.0.1
The random scenarios used are shown on Figure 60, Figure 61, Figure 62.
Figure 60: Random scenario 1
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Figure 61: Random scenario 2
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Figure 62: Random scenario 3
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Table 21: Simulation experiment parameters - Random scenarios 1, 2, and 3
Parameter MAC protocol 1 MAC protocol 2
Field
Map Open space Open space
Placement Random Random
Mobility model Static Static
Pathloss VLC VLC
Number of nodes 11 11
Node
Node design Node1 Node1
Radio VLC radio VLC radio
MAC protocol VLC MAC 802.11
Network
CBR packet size 1024 B 1024 B
CBR 2048 2048
Encryption No No
Bandwidth 10000000 bps 11000000 bps
Routing protocol AODV AODV
Simulation
Number of runs 10 per scenario 10 per scenario
Single run duration
(simulation time)
1000 s 1000 s
Single run duration
(estimated actual time)
181 min 132 min
The simulation experiment parameters are shown on Table 21 for experiments including
nodes with random spatial positioning.
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6.2.1.3. Real-world environment
Scenarios in a real-world environment will use an actual street network in Suffolk, Virgina,
USA. Unlike static and random scenarios, these scenarios will use moving nodes. Nodes move
using different speeds. The location of the node is determined by a random function. Also,
the destination of a node is determined by a random function. When the node reaches its
designated destination, a new destination is randomly selected. This procedure is called Street
Random Waypoint (STRAW) as defined by Choffnes and Bustamante [24]. Nodes move on
streets following standard traffic rules like roundabout procedures, right turns, and traffic lights
at crossroads. The simulation experiment parameters are shown on Table 22.
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Table 22: Simulation experiment parameters - mobility
Parameter MAC protocol 1 MAC protocol 2
Field
Map Suffolk, VA, USA Suffolk, VA, USA
Placement Street random Street random
Mobility model STRAW STRAW
Pathloss VLC VLC
Number of nodes 50 50
Node
Node design Node1 Node1
Radio VLC radio VLC radio
MAC protocol VLC MAC 802.11
Network
CBR packet size 1024 B 1024 B
CBR 12500 12500
Encryption No No
Bandwidth 10000000 bps 11000000 bps
Routing protocol AODV AODV
Simulation
Number of runs 20 20
Single run duration
(simulation time)
1000 s 1000 s
Single run duration
(estimated actual time)
46080 min 46080 min
This concludes the simulation scenarios selection procedure.
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6.3. Results of simulation experiments
After executing all the defined simulation scenarios in the previous section, gathered data
was analyzed and presented graphically using licensed Matlab software. In most cases, data is
sorted. Because each simulation run in a single scenario is an independent event, sorting does
not influence the measured characteristics of each MAC protocol implementation. Results are
represented by two graphs. The first one shows PDR performance and the second one shows
the average message delay. Both graphs have the average trend line for both protocols (dashed
lines). Figure 63 shows the legend for average delay graphs. The first line in a legend (graph)
shows the actual values of the message average delay for the VLC MAC protocol for V2V,
while the second line shows the average trend line of the average delay for all simulation runs
using the new protocol. The third line shows the actual values of message average delay for the
referent protocol, while the fourth line shows the average trend line of the average delay for all
simulation runs using the referent protocol.
Figure 63: Average delay results legend
Table 23 shows some facts of gathered data.
All the collected data within this research, along with software code, is publicly available in
a public GitHub repository (details in Section 1.5).
Table 23: Quick facts about the collected data
Number of
simulation runs 240
Results files
generated 960
Total data generated 246.64 GB
Total memory used 690.41 GB
Number of created messages
(data only) 1571280
Number of vehicle
objects created 3580
Total simulation time 66.67 h
Total actual time 40 days
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6.3.1. Static environment
Simulation scenarios using static environments yield the following results:
Two nodes
Simulation results using the configuration shown on Table 20 and the node layout shown on
Figure 53 are shown graphically on Figure 64 and Figure 65. Both VLC MAC for V2V and the
referent protocol have the same PDR - 100 %. This is caused by the simplicity of the simulation
scenario. Considering all the simulation runs, the average message delay for VLC MAC for
V2V is 24.048 % shorter than the average delay in the referent protocol.
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Figure 64: MAC performance (PDR) in two-node scenario
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Figure 65: MAC performance (delay) in two-node scenario
Hidden node
Simulation results using the configuration shown on Table 20 and the node layout shown on
Figure 54 are shown graphically on Figure 66 and Figure 67. VLC MAC for V2V has shown an
insignificantly better PDR rate; on average, it is only 0.2478% better than the referent protocol.
Considering all the simulation runs, the average message delay is 14.985% shorter than the
average delay in the referent protocol.
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Figure 66: Hidden node MAC performance (PDR)
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Figure 67: Hidden node MAC performance (delay)
Four nodes
Simulation results using the configuration shown on Table 20 and the node layout shown on
Figure 55 are shown graphically on Figure 68 and Figure 69. VLC MAC for V2V has shown an
insignificantly better PDR rate; on average, it is only 0.2273 % better than the referent protocol.
Considering all the simulation runs, the average message delay is 14.431 % shorter than the
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average delay in the referent protocol.
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Figure 68: MAC performance (PDR) in four-node scenario
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Figure 69: MAC performance (delay) in four-node scenario
Nine nodes
Simulation results using the configuration shown on Table 20 and the node layout shown
on Figure 56 are shown graphically on Figure 70 and Figure 71. VLC MAC for V2V has
shown a somewhat better PDR rate; on average, it is 8.607 % better than the referent protocol.
Considering all the simulation runs, the average message delay is 18.811 % shorter than the
average delay in the referent protocol.
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Figure 70: MAC performance (PDR) in nine-node scenario
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Figure 71: MAC performance (delay) in nine-node scenario
Twelve nodes
Simulation results using the configuration shown on Table 20 and the node layout shown on
Figure 57 are shown graphically on Figure 72 and Figure 73. VLC MAC for V2V has shown a
better PDR rate; on average, it is 5.626 % better than the referent protocol. Considering all the
simulation runs, the average message delay is 18.674 % shorter than the average delay in the
referent protocol.
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Figure 72: MAC performance (PDR) in twelve-node (join) scenario
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Figure 73: MAC performance (delay) in twelve-node (join) scenario
Crossroads
Simulation results using the configuration shown on Table 20 and the node layout shown on
Figure 58 are shown graphically on Figure 74 and Figure 75. VLC MAC for V2V has shown
an insignificantly better PDR rate; on average, it is 0.226 % better than the referent protocol.
Considering all the simulation runs, the average message delay is 5.402 % shorter than the
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average delay in the referent protocol.
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Figure 74: MAC performance (PDR) in crossroad scenario
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Figure 75: MAC performance (delay) in crossroad scenario
Roundabout
Simulation results using the configuration shown on Table 20 and the node layout shown on
Figure 59 are shown graphically on Figure 76 and Figure 77. VLC MAC for V2V has shown
an insignificantly better PDR rate; on average, it is 1.9112 % better than the referent protocol.
Considering all simulation runs, the average message delay is 12.425 % shorter than the average
delay in the referent protocol.
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Figure 76: MAC performance (PDR) in roundabout scenario
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Figure 77: MAC performance (delay) in roundabout scenario
6.3.2. Random environment
Simulation results using the configuration shown on Table 21 and the node layouts shown on
Figure 60, Figure 61, Figure 62 are shown graphically on Figure 78 and Figure 79 for the first
random scenario, on Figure 80 and Figure 81 for the second random scenario, and on Figure 82
and Figure 83 for the third random scenario.
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Figure 78: MAC performance (PDR) in random scenario 1
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Figure 79: MAC performance (delay) in random scenario 1
In the first random scenario, VLC MAC for V2V has shown a slightly better PDR rate; on
average, it is 4.3841 % better than the referent protocol. Considering all the simulation runs,
the average message delay is 5.635 % shorter than the average delay in the referent protocol.
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Figure 80: MAC performance (PDR) in random scenario 2
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Figure 81: MAC performance (delay) in random scenario 2
In the second random scenario, VLC MAC for V2V has shown a slightly better PDR rate;
on average, it is 3.1269 % better than the referent protocol. Considering all the simulation runs,
the average message delay is 7.032 % shorter than the average delay in the referent protocol.
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Figure 82: MAC performance (PDR) in random scenario 3
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Figure 83: MAC performance (delay) in random scenario 3
In the third random scenario, VLC MAC for V2V has shown a slightly better PDR rate; on
average, it is 5.8461 % better than the referent protocol. Considering all the simulation runs,
the average message delay is 1.854 % shorter than the average delay in the referent protocol.
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6.3.3. Real-world environment
Simulation results using the configuration shown on Table 22 are shown graphically on
Figure 84 and Figure 85.
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Figure 84: MAC performance (PDR) in real-world scenario
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Figure 85: MAC performance (delay) in real-world scenario
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As mentioned in Section 6.1.1 throughput for the most relevant scenario is calculated for
the whole simulation as follows: µ = M
C·T where:
 µ is throughput as fraction.
 M is message size (payload only).
 C is declared channel capacity.
 T is transmission time, in this case average message delay (including header and payload)
is used for both protocols.
Using experiment setup and results, throughput for VLC MAC for V2V is µ = 4.38204 % and
for referent protocol throughput is µ = 3.21646 %. VLC MAC for V2V has 26.5990 % larger
throughput than referent protocol. Lower throughput is probably caused by smaller header size
and use of control channel.
VLC MAC for V2V has shown a significantly better PDR rate; on average, it is 5.314 %
better than the referent protocol. Considering all (20) simulation runs, the average message
delay is 18.365 % shorter than the average delay in the referent protocol.
6.4. Results discussion
The results show that in most simulation runs, regardless of the environment and parame-
ters, the VLC MAC protocol for V2V shows varying but better performance than the referent
protocol. In simple environments, this difference in performance thrives to none; however, in
more complex and real-world environments, that difference increases in favor of the VLC MAC
protocol for V2V.
Static environment
Static environments were designed to depict specific positioning and situations in network
and in traffic. Results show that in simple scenarios, both protocols show the same and perfect
PDR rate = 100 %. However, the network delay is shorter in the VLC MAC protocol for V2V.
The reason for this may lay in the fact that for each message sent, the referent protocol uses two
more messages: RTS and CTS messages that must propagate through the medium as well. The
hidden node terminal is a specific network situation defined by a static scenario (Figure 54).
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There, the VLC MAC protocol for V2V has shown slightly better performance: 0.2478 % for
PDR and 14.985 % shorter average message delay. Overall, the VLC MAC protocol for V2V
shows a slightly better performance in both metrics.
Random environment
Random scenarios have shown variations in both MAC performances. Variations were
caused by the actual random layout of nodes. Actual performance is low, especially PDR
(around 50 %) for both protocols. Random scenarios are used to test the effect of random-
ness on the network layout, although such a layout is hardly possible in real-world scenarios in
vehicular traffic. Results were gathered using a network of 11 vehicles in which a local group of
visible nodes had an average size of 8.3 vehicles. On average, in random environment scenar-
ios, the VLC MAC protocol for V2V has 4.4524 % better PDR and a 4.840 % better message
average delay.
Regardless, the VLC MAC protocol for V2V still shows better performance in both metrics.
Real-world environment
Real-world scenarios have results that truly depict the nature of V2V communication net-
works. According to the previously defined complexity, those scenarios have the highest com-
plexity. MAC performance is very low, especially PDR (around 25 %) for both protocols. On
average, in real-world-environment scenarios, the VLC MAC protocol for V2V has 5.314 %
better PDR and 18.365 % better message average delay. Regardless of actual performance, in
most relevant scenarios, the VLC MAC protocol for V2V shows better performance in both
metrics.
Conclusion
Overall, it can be concluded that the VLC MAC protocol for V2V is better than the referent
protocol in both relevant metrics: PDR and average delay in all simulation scenarios. On av-
erage, it is better by 3.229 % for PDR and 12.878 % for average delay. Although those values
cover the sum of all simulations, they do not have significance; it is just presented as a remark.
Furthermore, there were only three random scenarios in the simulation experiment. Pure
random nature may suggest that the VLC MAC protocol for V2V shows better performance in
possibly any scenario, where any is defined by a random function.
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It can be noticed that with the increasing complexity of simulation scenarios, there is a
significant decrease in performance for both protocols. This might be an issue that requires
additional analysis.
Also, the results showed that there was no constant level of performance difference. In some
scenarios, the VLC MAC protocol for V2V showed a smaller performance difference, while
some scenarios showed larger performance gains. The reason for such lies in the fact that there
is no correlation between simulation environments and setup. However, it is not excluded that
there is an unknown environmental variable linking to the performance. This requires additional
analysis.
In real-world scenarios, results are more significant due to the nature of the simulation pa-
rameters in those experiments and the level of complexity. All of those facts and simulation
experiment results confirm the H2 hypothesis as it was defined in Section 1.3.2. However, this
conclusion only applies to the parameters defined in experiment preamble. VLC MAC protocol
for V2V is better in terms of speed (delay) and packet delivery rate than referent protocol in a
strongly defined environments: VANETs and other vehicular networks; and on a specific equip-
ment that includes VLC radio device that uses LED headlight and PD installed on a vehicle
using defined and static layout. VLC MAC protocol for V2V performance in other wireless
network systems is unknown and it is not a subject of this particular research.
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7. Conclusion
The final chapter in this thesis summarizes the complete research process. The connection
between initial assumptions, problems, and goals on the one side and the research results on
the other side is highlighted. In the end, recommendations for future work are presented and
elaborated on.
7.1. Vehicular communication and VLC
Since the beginning of traffic, people have used various methods to communicate in traffic.
If computer technology and networks had been invented before vehicles, we would be commu-
nicating wirelessly and not using high/low beams or sound horns. Nevertheless, it is time to
change and enhance the current technology. DSRC has been in development for many years
and many governments are working on legal frameworks that will enforce its (or alternatives’)
use in modern, everyday traffic. The automotive industry is passive with respect to the imple-
mentation of new technologies. Only recently, with rise of electric and autonomous vehicles,
has the industry become more agile. However, this resistance to new trends is somewhat rea-
sonable because vehicles can be hazardous. Technology that has not been properly tested may
put human lives at risk. DSRC is one such technology. It has been tested on many testbeds
around the world. DRSC allows for true V2V communication without human intervention.
Visible Light Communication (VLC), on the other hand, is a relatively new technology that
uses the unlicensed part of the EM spectrum. With recent advancements in LED and laser tech-
nology, it was possible to encode information onto a light wave carrier. The IEEE community
has defined the VLC standard (802.15p) that defines protocols and layers (PHY and DDL) for
VLC communication in computer and other networks. VLC is line-of-sight-only technology.
Unlike DSRC, it cannot penetrate non-transparent objects. By using LEDs that are very energy
efficient, VLC communication on vehicles is possible with no extra energy requirements. VLC
uses high-frequency LED oscillations (e.g., on/off keying) to encode information on the light
carrier. Those oscillations are not visible to the human eye and can be safely used in traffic
without any risk of endangering lives.
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This research combines two technologies into a simple solution that augments existing and fu-
ture V2V communication systems with a new, energy-efficient, omnipresent, biologically safe
and free technology like VLC.
7.2. Network Simulation Environment (NSE)
Appropriate NSE posed a significant challenge. The process of selecting a starting NSE in-
cludes an analysis of existing solutions in the community. The selected NSE was JiST/SWANS.
It is a robust solution that implements a complete ISO/OSI network stack on a Java virtual ma-
chine; even more, it is compatible with computer network systems as a virtual NIC.
Selected NSE, as well as majority alternatives, have non-complete implementations. Those
"faulty" implementations do not interfere with basic functionalities like network simulations.
However, it was impossible to design, implement and benchmark any MAC protocol, especially
a MAC protocol on a VLC enhanced vehicle.
Because of that, the contribution to the selected NSE included:
 Implemented full support for Visible Light Communication (VLC) as a new PHY layer
implemented as a Radio VLC device. This implementation included:
Specific light pathloss calculations.
LOS and obstacle detection for light wave propagation.
Control channel feature:
Multiple channels support
Channel probing and testing
Channel selection and setting
Tx/Rx elements selection and complete Java code addressing by ID and by reference.
A new set of Java API (interface) for developing MAC protocols on top of VLC.
 VLC equipped vehicle model implementation. The existing NSE model included only
one point for a vehicle, while the enhanced NSE now supports:
Separate width and height.
Dimensions random deviation.
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Vehicle local coordinate system for positioning of elements.
Vehicle outline border update in motion.
Vehicle blocks LOS for VLC.
 Integrated measurement mode for MAC protocol benchmarking and metrics evaluations.
 Implemented and tested data gathering mechanism, data are gathered into CSV file and
into a standard output stream.
 Collision detection, event propagation. The enhanced NSE now reports to other entities
state of network; it provides a set of events that indicates the occurrence of interference,
collision or the use of a busy radio device (elements).
According to the defined research methodology and process, each feature is tested and verified.
This step was crucial for preparing the testbed for final simulation experiments.
Although not an integral part of the selected NSE, another software (MCS) was developed to
aid in the design of the simulation environment and in defining simulation parameters. MCS is
a GUI editor through which users can design vehicle nodes, their dimensions, their positions in
space, and their Tx/Rx elements. MCS is inter-operable with JiST/SWANS NSE by allowing
for automated simulation execution with parameters defined by MCS. Communication between
MCS and the selected NSE is established using a standardized configuration XML file and
standard application execution framework.
7.3. VLC MAC protocol for V2V
The history of 802.11n starts with an initial meeting that was held in 2002. The protocol
was published in 2009. A group of professionals and researchers organized as IEEE working
group worked on protocol design and development. The total number of IEEE working group
members in 2009 was 55. Those were only elected members; behind them are numerous assis-
tants, researchers, professionals, etc. It took more than 1300 people and eight years to complete
a draft version of a new protocol.
In conclusion, creating a new or enhanced MAC protocol is a tremendous effort requiring much
time and many professionals and researchers. In the scope of this research, creating a protocol
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from scratch would be an impossible mission. However, thanks to the existing 802.11b imple-
mentation in JiST/SWANS, it was possible to continue working on existing protocol, changing
it, and augmenting it with new features, with the goal of making it better within given parame-
ters.
With the environment set, the next step towards the goals of this research was the implemen-
tation of the VLC MAC protocol for V2V and V2I/I2V networks. Unfortunately, the existing
implementation of the referent protocol would not work on VLC enhanced NSE (and VLC ra-
dio). Modifications to the referent protocol were implemented, allowing it to work natively
(without a wrapping technique) on a VLC radio while preserving the algorithm and workflow
of the original protocol.
Prior implementation was done of the VLC MAC protocol for V2V and V2I/I2V networks,
and according to the research methodology, an intensive literature review was conducted. While
designing, the protocol asymmetry issue was tested and proven to not be a significant issue that
might cause performance degradation. The main protocol challenges included:
 Support for a newly developed VLC Radio technology.
 Develop a smaller header footprint for reduced message size.
 New and efficient Tx element addressing for data transmission.
 Implementation of a single control channel.
 A new queuing and message prioritizing algorithm with deadlock prevention.
 Added data encryption support using 128 bit AES.
 Implemented interference detection events from the PHY layer.
The rest of the features were selected from the referent protocol.
A preliminary test concluded that the VLC MAC protocol for V2V does work with VLC radio.
However, to have significance, it had to be tested against existing solutions: the referent 802.11b
protocol. The test included a set of simulation experiments that were conducted on various
scenarios depicting specific network and traffic situations. Also, most intensive simulations
included mobility and real-world scenarios on the map of Suffolk, Virginia, USA. In a final
simulation experiment, it was proven that the VLC MAC protocol for V2V and V2I/I2V is
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better than the referent protocol. Its lightweight design and smart queuing are key features that
slightly increased protocol performance.
7.4. Hypotheses
The research postulated two hypotheses (Section 1.3.2):
H1 hypothesis states that in simulated scenarios, the incidence of different asymmetry types
requires a new MAC protocol design in V2V and V2I/I2V VLC network systems. To verify this
claim, types of asymmetry were defined. After that, using selected NSE, a special asymmetry
check module is implemented. This mechanism was used in a simulation experiment that used
referent protocol and in a real-world scenario. The results showed that asymmetry is not major
cause of message drops. It caused only 0.4728% message drops out of the total number of mes-
sage drops. It has been proven that node asymmetric design influences message drop rate, but
not in a significant manner. This conclusion disproved the H1 hypothesis.
H2 hypothesis states that a new MAC protocol specialized for V2V and V2I/I2V VLC network
systems, compared using selected metrics, has better performance than a referent IEEE 802.11
MAC protocol in simulated V2V and V2I/I2V scenarios. The first phase included a detailed
analysis of existing MAC protocols for various technologies. By using that knowledge, a new
protocol was designed and implemented on top of selected NSE. The protocol itself had to be
tested, so the next phase in this research included a definition of metrics and the benchmark
environment. Aside from the definition, the actual implementation of the metrics system took
place. Using defined metrics and various simulation scenarios and parameters, simulation ex-
periments were conducted.
In most relevant scenarios, gathered data proved that the MAC protocol specialized for V2V
and V2I/I2V VLC network systems is better than the referent protocol by 5.314 % in terms of
PDR and 18.365 % in terms of message delay. Therefore, H2 hypothesis was accepted.
7.5. Research objectives and questions
At the beginning of this thesis, (Section 1.3) research objectives and questions were defined
to direct the course of this research. In the end, the research objectives were reached and all the
research questions were answered.
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The overall objective of this research Development of effective medium access control protocol
for vehicular communication using visible part of electro-magnetic spectrum was reached with
the successful implementation of the VLC MAC protocol for V2V and V2I/I2V, and with con-
ducted simulation experiments.
Specific objectives that were addressed:
O1. Define the simulation environment for V2V and V2I/I2V VLC network systems.
The environment was defined and implemented as a selected NSE with VLC enhance-
ments and defined VLC radio. Implementation includes a Java environment (project)
containing new classes that are compatible with the existing implementation. The project
also contains a fully functional ISO/OSI stack that uses VLC in V2V that can be modified
and tested.
O2. Define the development environment for MAC protocol implementation design and
test.
This objective was reached with successful implementation of MCS, selected NSE VLC
enhancements, and a newly implemented metrics and measurements mode feature. De-
signing a custom MAC protocol is now a simple process of writing Java code and attach-
ing Java implementation to the existing ISO/OSI stack. To test implementation, it must be
able to withhold simulations using various parameters that can now easily be edited using
newly a developed graphical user interface - the MCS tool. New tools allow researchers
to visualize simulation scenarios: their layout as well as their configuration files. Imple-
mentation on Java technology, simulations and tests can be conducted on virtually any
hardware, including a PC or, in the case of this research, on computer grid networks.
O3. Explore the effects of channel asymmetry in V2V VLC network systems.
This objective was reached through definitions of various types of asymmetry. Each type
was tested in a controlled simulation environment. Tests have proven that asymmetry does
influence performance, but that performance degradation is not significant. A possible
cause for this lies in the fact that V2V systems have rather linear spatial alignment.
O4. Define the theoretical framework for an efficient MAC protocol in V2V and V2I/I2V
VLC network systems.
This objective was reached with the definition, workflow, and implementation of the VLC
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MAC protocol for V2V and V2I/I2V, and with the successful simulation experiments and
results. This objective has a direct impact on the overall objective of this research.
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7.5.1. Research questions
At the beginning of research, several questions arose that helped guide the course of the
research. Now that the research has ended, the answers to those questions are as follows:
 RQ1: How does one design and evaluate MAC protocols for VLC V2V and V2I/I2V network
environments?
MAC protocols, not only for VLC but for any RF technology, can now be designed and
evaluated using augmented and enhanced NSE. The solution provides benchmarking features
with defined metrics.
• RQ1.1: What are specific features of the new MAC for VLC in V2V and V2I/I2V network
environments?
The new MAC should support VLC radio in general and the use of different and sep-
arated Tx/Rx elements (similar to the antenna device in RF). Also, the new protocol
should be lightweight: short header size and fast (low latency).
• RQ1.2: What are the specific metrics for evaluating different MAC protocols in network
simulations?
Among many metrics, in this research Packet Deliver Ratio (PDR) and average mes-
sage delay were used. The same metrics are suggested and used by other researchers.
Throughput is another interesting metric; however, it was not used because the variables
that influence this metric are closely related to PHY characteristics.
 RQ2: Can channel asymmetry affect network performance?
Yes, asymmetry can influence network performance, but not in a significant manner. This
was tested using simulation experiments.
• RQ2.1: What are different types (cases) of asymmetry?
There are three types of asymmetry in VLC V2V systems: i) Node design, ii) Node
orientation, and iii) Node position.
• RQ2.2: What are specific scenarios in which asymmetry has a maximum effect on per-
formance?
In third, Node position situations’ asymmetry has a maximum effect on performance,
up to a 100 % drop rate.
• RQ2.3: How often do those scenarios occur in simulated real-life situations?
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Of all dropped messages in the simulation experiment, in relevant node design, asym-
metry is the cause of only 0.4728 % of message drops.
 RQ3: How is VLC simulated in V2V and V2I/I2V network environments?
VLC in V2V and V2I/I2V can be simulated using a combination of selected and VLC-
enhanced NSE (JiST/SWANS) and MCS to design simulation scenarios and define parame-
ters.
• RQ3.1: Can existing simulators appropriately support VLC for V2V and V2I/I2V net-
work environments?
In existing simulators that are available to professionals and researchers, it was impos-
sible to simulate VLC in network environments, especially V2V and V2I/I2V.
• RQ3.2: What are specific features such simulators should have and that existing simu-
lators do not have?
Existing simulators are well crafted software for simulating small- and large-scale net-
works. The difference between network-related features is minimal and they differ sig-
nificantly in performance. Because of performance, many network characteristics were
omitted and replaced by thrust in protocols. For example, the IEEE 802.11 family of
protocols tackles carrier sensing and interference very well, by design and practice.
Because of that, it wasn’t necessary to implement interference detection in network
simulators. Some of the features include: VLC radio, Tx/Rx element definition, Control
signal, VLC specific pathloss, LOS detection, collision and interference detection.
• RQ3.2: What is a VLC-equipped vehicle model?
A VLC-equipped vehicle is an entity with the following attributes:
∗ center coordinates of the vehicle.
∗ vehicle bearing.
∗ vehicle width.
∗ vehicle length.
∗ vehicle uniform (random) width deviation in meters.
∗ vehicle uniform (random) length deviation in meters.
∗ collection of Tx/RX elements installed on a vehicle.
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All of the questions were answered using knowledge acquired during this research through the
literature review, simulation experiments, and software development.
7.6. Future work
In the final section of this thesis, it would be worth mentioning that during this research,
many new research topics were opened and explored - topics that deviated from the initial goals
and problems. This research has a future that is far from complete. There are still so many
problems to solve and things to learn. The list of topics may be a good starting point, serving
as a guideline or inspiration for other researchers:
7.6.1. Hardware design
Although it is not the most sophisticated design, the proposal for VLC Radio is shown on
Figure 86. It consists of a central processing unit, in this case an ARM-based processor with
digital and analog I/O. The digital output uses PWM to control output for LED, apropos Tx
element. In this hardware design, the Rx element is represented by the PD component that is
connected to the analog input while the voltage surge is controlled with the appropriate resistor.
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Figure 86: VLC radio minimum hardware design
This VLC Radio is connected to the upper layer via serial communication, a software con-
nection. In a more advanced and sophisticated design, this device should support full network
stack and have only interoperability connectors towards other network systems (e.g., Wi-Fi or
Ethernet). A future design should also have multiplexing to support a large number of Tx/Rx
elements. In this case, there are only four Tx and two Rx, as in the VLC-equipped vehicle
model used in this research.
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Figure 87: VLC radio hardware prototype
The early prototype is shown on Figure 87. The procession unit used is 120 MHz ARM
Cortex M3 with 128 kB of flash memory. The prototype transmits sample data using simple
OOK on a 5 kHz PWM signal. Data is relayed to the standard serial output that is displayed on
the computer terminal. To have segmented transmission mediums, PD and LED are shielded
with black isolation tape. The full VLC MAC protocol for V2V has yet to be implemented.
Making a hardware and actual implementation on an actual vehicle is also work for the future.
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7.6.2. VLC node addressing
It was possible to avoid Tx/Rx element addressing using an individual radio for each element
or pair of elements. Each vehicle would then have multiple MAC addresses. At first, that might
appear to be an easier solution; however, it might impose a greater strain on higher levels of
ISO/OSI, especially on a Network Layer. The network itself might be impacted because each
radio will have its own address and separated headers. They might use the same medium at
the same time, especially if coverage even partially overlaps, transmitting redundant header
information. Also, an LED aperture might have several hundreds, even thousands, of individual
LEDs. If all those are controllable, it means that single vehicle can have a large number of Tx
channels and, thus, a large number of MAC addresses. The current version of the VLC MAC
protocol for V2V and V2I/I2V predicted a larger number of Tx/Rx elements. Virtually, the
number of Rx elements is unlimited. However, the Tx elements (their addresses) are a part of
the message header. A larger number of Tx elements will result in a larger header and, thus,
reduced performance. Optimum addressing in VLC for V2V should be further researched.
Another path would be omitting addressing from the MAC header, and simply relaying on
network topological information and deducting the source element of data transmission.
7.6.3. Complexity definition and impact on VLC in V2V performance
In simulation experiments conducted, it was noticed that with the increasing complexity of
simulation scenarios, there was a significant decrease in performance for both protocols. In
some scenarios, the VLC MAC protocol for V2V shows a smaller performance difference, and
in others, larger performance gains. The reason for this lies in the fact that there is no correlation
between simulation environments and setup. However, there might be an unknown variable that
requires additional analysis. If the complexity model is well-defined, it might be possible to
predict performance and ease the network congestion and strain by reducing the node transmit
rate.
7.6.4. Multipathing in VLC for V2V environments
This research did not address any effect of multipathing on VLC in V2V. However, mul-
tipathing is a well-known issue in wireless networking, where the signal can bounce off the
RF reflective surface (e.g. metal) where the reflective surface becomes another source of an
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omni-directional signal that arrives at the receiver with time offset due to propagation delay.
In V2V there are a lot of reflective surfaces, other vehicles, windows, traffic signs, etc. Light
might reflect off those, causing multipathing. Receiving elements are segmented and not omni-
directional and it is not clear if it will cause interference and how it can be avoided. The effect
of multipathing in VLC in V2V environments should be investigated.
7.6.5. Varying the control signal
The control signal is a mechanism used to signal other participants that a channel is occu-
pied. It is a convenient technique in a segmented channel system. As mentioned in this research,
it is a single piece of information that does not require its own MAC protocol. Its existence is
suitable enough.
However, control signal strength might be valuable information for other nodes. For example,
it can represent the distance between the sending node. Using this distance, another node can
calculate its output Tx so that it will not cause interference to the other nodes.
For example, node A is sending data to node B. Node B sets the control signal. This signal
is picked up by nodes A and C. Node C can calculate its distance between node B. Using that
distance, and receiving strength, node C can define the maximum output power of the new mes-
sage that is sent towards A (assuming that A is closer to C than C is to B).
Another example may include deliberately controlling signal weakening. Participating nodes
can calculate from the speed of signal decline the rest of the time required for the ongoing trans-
mission to be completed.
There may be many other scenarios in which variations in control signal strength may enhance
network performance.
7.6.6. Other ISO/OSI layers
Although the VLC MAC protocol for V2V and V2I/I2V works sufficiently enough, there is
still room for improvement. Especially on a NET layer, one should consider that a single node
should be aware of its surroundings:
 Node’s GPS locations.
 Vehicle’s speeds.
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 VLC equipment installation for each vehicle, layout, and capability of Tx/Rx elements.
Although the design should be a standard, the VLC MAC protocol for V2V and V2I/I2V
is prone to deviations in design.
 Vehicle navigation route (if available).
 Infrastructure nodes, their locations, and their capabilities.
By being aware of such data, the NET layer should selectively choose nodes for the datagram’s
next hops. For example, it should avoid sending datagrams to a node that will leave the relevant
communication area.
Furthermore, for the application layer there must be a way for information dissemination to the
user, e.g., integration with entertainment and other vehicle systems. Also, the application layer
should utilize message priority and that concept should propagate throughout the other layers
to provide appropriate service, especially emergency service that may require high priority with
fast and reliable delivery. This should be implemented on the transport layer.
7.6.7. Advanced VLC vehicle model
This research used a simple 2D model for a VLC-equipped vehicle. In Section 2.2.1 it was
mentioned that the actual light beam is highly irregular and that it has a 3rd dimension. A more
advanced VLC vehicle model is required. Also, vehicle headlights have high and low beams;
manufacturers may have different beam patterns and output power distribution for headlights. A
model should include all of that; furthermore, the MAC protocol should consider light intensity
(high or low beam) in data transmissions.
Aside from having a 3D model of a headlight, 3rd dimension should be used on a vehicle as well,
because vehicles differ even on high; for example, trucks can obstruct LOS for communication.
In positioning and mobility, only two dimensions were used. Roads have altitude and slopes,
meaning that a vehicle on a slope (facing downward) can perceive more vehicles in the range.
MAC/NET could be aware of terrain configuration and use the advantage of terrain for a better
communication capacity on the other side to predict possible outages due to terrain configura-
tion.
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7.6.8. LED PWM frequency and PD sampling rate
In Section 2.2.2 it was noted that there are many PD types whose sampling rates are over
200 MHz. According to [174] PWM used in standard LED lighting uses a frequency up to
500 kHz. It can be concluded that PD is far more precise than LED and that it is sufficient for
VLC systems with LED.
Furthermore, it could be possible to use a precisely timed array of LEDs to transmit a larger
amount of data. This timing may be necessary because single LED cannot match the capacity of
PD. On the other hand, PD (PHY) should be designed so that it can reassemble data originating
from different data/time streams.
Polarized channel
Furthermore, channel width can be extended using polarization. If a headlight has a larger
number of LEDs, each can be easily polarized using a filter. On the other hand, the same
filter should be applied to PD. This setup requires a matching number of PD. This polarized
channeling may improve network performance, but it is questionable whether this may reduce
the communication range because only a subset of LEDs is used to transmit data in a single
polarized channel.
The advantage of this polarization rests in the fact that it may reduce multipathing caused by
reflections. Reflected light is polarized and may not pass the all the PD polarization filter.
Polarized light does not diminish the headlight’s purpose of providing illumination for the driver
because the human eye does not recognize the polarity of a light wave.
LED 2 LED communication
In Section 2.2.1 it was noted that LED uses the same semiconductor technology as PD, and
that it can be used as PD. It should be further investigated how this can be applied in V2V
communications. As mentioned before, making LED a detector for light is a simple software
task that requires no hardware interventions. It has yet to be determined, if such a setup has a
feasible application in V2V VLC communication, what the limitations of that setup in terms of
communication range and speed would be.
This concludes the final statements in this research thesis.
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APPENDIX

Listing 7.1: XML configuration file (complete)
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF−8"?>
<java version="1.4.2_05" class ="java .beans.XMLDecoder">
<!−−wrap:version=1−−>
<!−−wrap:offsetleft :wrap=−89,4307222222222wrap:offsetleft:wrap−−>
<!−−wrap:offsettop:wrap=−88,5493333333333wrap:offsettop:wrap−−>
<!−−wrap:scale:wrap=30wrap:scale:wrap−−>
<!−−wrap:id:wrap=d0db530b−e2cb−4bcb−9bb2−d9b6d81431d0wrap:id:wrap−−>
<!−−wrap:title:wrap=d0db530b−e2cb−4bcb−9bb2−d9b6d81431d0wrap:title:wrap−−>
<object class =" driver . JistExperiment ">
<!−− timing −−>
<void property="duration">
<int>180</int>
</void>
<void property="resolutionTime">
<int>600</int>
</void>
<void property="startTime">
<int>60</int>
</void>
<!−− environment −−>
<void property="exponent">
<double>2.8</double>
</void>
<void property="stdDeviation ">
<double>0.0</double>
</void>
<void property="bandwidth">
<int>500000</int>
</void>
<void property="loss">
<int>0</int>
</void>
<void property="pathloss ">
<int>4</int>
</void>
<void property=" transmit ">
<double>50</double>
</void>
<!−− mobility options −−>
<void property="mobility">
<int>1</int>
</void>
<void property="max_speed">
<int>20</int>
</void>
<void property="min_speed">
<int>1</int>
</void>
<void property="pause_time">
<int>5</int>
</void>
<void property=" granularity ">
<int>5</int>
</void>
<void property="segmentFile">
< string >swanspp/suffolk /segments.dat</ string >
</void>
<void property=" streetFile ">
< string >swanspp/suffolk /names.dat</ string >
</void>
<void property="shapeFile">
< string >swanspp/suffolk / chains . dat</ string >
</void>
<void property="degree">
<int>4</int>
</void>
III
<void property=" probability ">
<double>0.3</double>
</void>
<void property="minLat">
< float >−1000</float>
</void>
<void property="minLong">
< float >−1000</float>
</void>
<void property="maxLat">
< float >1000</float>
</void>
<void property="maxLong">
< float >1000</float>
</void>
<!−− node options −−>
<void property="sendRate">
<double>1.0</double>
</void>
<!−− placement options −−>
<void property="placement">
<int>2</int>
</void>
<void property="spatial_mode">
<int>2</int>
</void>
<void property="StaticPlacementOptions ">
< string >
100,100,0,1.7,5,0,0, s1 ,40,60,1,0,0, r , s2 ,40,50,−1,1,
−180,t,s3 ,40,60,−1,0,180, r , s4 ,40,50,1,1,0, t , s5 ,40,
50,1,−1,0, t , s6,40,50,−1,−1,180, t ;
120,100,0,1.7,5,0,0, s1 ,40,60,1,0,0, r , s2 ,40,50,−1,1,
−180,t,s3 ,40,60,−1,0,180, r , s4 ,40,50,1,1,0, t , s5 ,40,
50,1,−1,0, t , s6,40,50,−1,−1,180, t ;</ string >
</void>
<void property="ResultsPath">
< string >...\ results \rd0db530b−d9b6d81431d0.csv</string>
</void>
<void property="cbrRate">
<int>4096</int>
</void>
<void property="nodes">
<int>2</int>
</void>
<void property=" transmitters ">
<int>2</int>
</void>
<void property="MACProtocol">
< string >MAC_802_11</string>
</void>
<void property="MeasurementMode">
<boolean>true</boolean>
</void>
<void property="fieldX">
<int>600</int>
</void>
<void property="fieldY">
<int>600</int>
</void>
IV
<!−− visualization options −−>
<void property=" useVisualizer ">
<boolean>true</boolean>
</void>
<!−− other options −−>
<void property="port">
<int>3001</int>
</void>
<void property="protocol ">
<int>123</int>
</void>
<void property="help">q
<boolean>false</boolean>
</void>
</ object >
</ java>
Appendix 1: Appendix one
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